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SECURITY CI.AISIFICATION OF tHIS PA GI(ITh an Ds~a tnt.r.d)

There are a number of performance outcomes (O
f

) associated

with mastering a concept; we have identified seven and are

developing seven instructional modules (H1), each targeted toward

- s one O~. A maximally effective instructional sequence would

be comprised of all the H1. Our research is aimed at selecting

the set of M1
/~~ su~~et of the total set, that satisfy given

performance criteria.

The design of the M~ was Influenced by previous studies of

instructional methods , design theory prescriptions, and selected

psychological theories of semantic memory. The first stages of

research require calibrating the size o~ the direct and indirect

V effects of each H ; later stages will involve studying how

selected combinations of M1)influence levels of performance on the

criterion tests and confirm or disconfirm the decision theory

framework. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ will also be used to

assess the nature of the information that is learned.

The research will be conducted in an applied setting — a
V 

College Learning Skills Center. To date, 302 of the courseware

materials needed have been designed. Future efforts will be

devoted to further development of the decision theory framework,

completion of the instructional database, and design of the CAT _—
~ ,

.

system that instruments the research.
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This program of resear ch has set out to address the issue of
-
‘ efficiency in instruction In teaching vocabulary concepts. There are

a number of performance outcomes associated with “knowing” a word ;

V 

we have identified seven such outcomes and are developing seven

instructional modules, one targeted toward each outcome. Instruction

of this sort should be effec tive, but not necessarily eff icient, in

the sense that a great deal of learning time would be spent going

through each of the seven modules in order to learn each outcome.

We hypothesize in this technical report that it will not be necessary

for subjects to receive instruction via all seven modules in order to

achieve acceptable levels of performance on the criterion tests

measuring each outcome. We hypothesize through a formal statement

of the instructional focus decision that each teaching module will

have a direct effect shown by performance on its related criterion

test, but that it will also have an indirect effect , smaller than its

direct effect, on the criterion tests measuring the other learning

outcomes. If this is true, some smaller combination of teaching

modules than the full set should produce acceptable levels of perform—

ance on the outcome measures , at a lower cost. The purpose of our

program of research is to evaluate the hypothesis proposed by the

decision theory framework and to determine the optimal combinations

of modules to teach vocabulary concepts should the framework be

confirmed. 

- -  
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ . V V . V
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V 
The seven instructional modules are described in the report ,

five on a general level and two specifically , in terms of their

instructional routines; i.e., the sets of stimuli , responses, and

feedback each contains. The rationale for each module is presented ,

citirkg whether the module evolved from an instructional design point

of view ( e . g . ,  an application of Merrill and Tennyson ’s 1977 work)

or whether it is an application of psychological theory (e.g., Frase ’s

1975 model of prose processing; Rumelhart , Lindsay, and Norman’s

1972 semantic network model, etc.).

To achieve relatively tight control over student learning

processes, a CAT (Computer—Assisted Instruction) mode will be used

to instrument the research. We have accepted delivery of two VT—52

DECSCOPE terminals and two sets of Vadic Corp. modems. During any

given week , college studen t subject s will be pretested on general

vocabulary concepts; they will then receive instruction on the words

that were missed. They will return after an absence of one day to

take an interim posttest, with automatic reteaching following on the

words missed. Following another day ’s absence , they will return

for a final session to take the battery of criterion tests and several

“experiemntal” tests that we are developing to learn about the

structure of information acquired .

The first stage of research requires calibrating the size of

the direct and indirect instructional effects; later stages require

studying how the combined use of the methods confirms or disconfirms

the decision theory equations. In summary, the main accomplishments 

V
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to date of this research endeavor include: 1) A formalization of

the decision theory framework that guides this research; 2) Descrip-

tions of the seven instructional modules at a general level and a

rationale for each; 3) The introduction of a cognitive psychology

perspective on the design research so as to aid understanding of

learning; 4) The rationale and design of two of the instructional

modules in detail; and 5) The rationale and design of the pretest.

The main tasks toward the completion of which work is currently

progressing include: 1) Completion of the design of the computer

based instructional research system; 2) Completion of the detailed

design of the remaining five instructional modules; 3) Development

of the instructional database with the vocabulary words that have

been selected; 4) Design of the criterion tests; and 5) Design of

the “experimental tests.”

•~
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Addressing a Need for Eff iciency in Ins truction

In these days of retrenchment , it seems important to re—examine

our current procedures for designing instruction to determine whether

they might be revised to make instruction more economical and

eff ic ient .  Current instructional technologies contain , for the

most part, guidelines and procedures that have been shown to be

effective for accomplishing training objectives. However, for

those designers who take the matter of training efficiency

fa i r ly  seriously, effectiveness is not the sole criterion for

selecting training procedures. Designers who want procedures

that are both effective and economical will recognize a con-

tinuing need to analyze current practices to iden t i fy  those practices

that might be revised to achieve greater economy.

The need to achieve economy along with effectiveness in
V 

instructional procedure is not a new objective for instructional

technology. The problem with past efforts, however , is twofold:

V First , the question of ef f ic iency has not often been attacked

directly, and , second , findings have not been systematically

related to design theory. There seems to be l i t t le  in the way

of past research that presents alternatives in instructional

procedure that vary in efficiency and then examines results on

post—test measures of achievement , or other more pragmatically—

derived measures.

Research in the area of tailored testing (see Ferguson & Msu,

1971) is a pertinent example of research targeted toward

~ 
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V achieving greater efficiency in test procedure. That research

grew out of , and was , in turn, related to test design theory.

To date, there appears to be no good analogue of this type of

research in the field of instructional design.

In researching efficiency of design, one would beg in by

defining instructional procedure consonant with current practice;

one’s goal would be to identify a substantially—reduced procedure

that is functionally equivalent to the initial, more elaborate

procedure. The contracted procedure would reduce instructional

V time and development costs. Some critics might view research

with these objectives as crass materialism without redeeming

features. However, we believe that this research objective can

be defended on humanistic as well as materialistic grounds, and ,

most importantly as we hope to show , poses some interesting

scientific questions.

Elaborating the steps of the above procedure , it is first

necessary to specify the maximally—effective (ME) instructional

procddur4s for the particular instructional objectives being

consi’ 4red. Each ME procedure would be consistent with current

des1~gft theory and, if possible , would be confirmed by observations

of actual practice. By definition , the ME procedures would be

designed to do the best job possible, with minimal regard for

instructional cost (where cost might be defined in various ways,

such as student time spent in learning or development expense).

Next, the ME procedures should be analyzed to iden ti fy points

_ _ _ _  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - , ------ ~~~~~~~ ~— . —------ -- -~~~~~~~~------— —--~ —~-.-
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where economies might be achieved while permitting outcomes to

be maintained within an acceptable range . Of cru( - l;11 Importance

V 
to the identification of such points is inf,,rrn~ t Ion ~ihout func-

tional relations between p .lr ameters of in s t ru c t  E on , conside red

alone and in combination , and levels of outcome performance that

can be expected. Central also is information about generalized

effects of instruction as well as its more specific effects , since

this information would provide a basis for retaining some tasks

and removing others.

In summary, research with the objective of making instruction

more eff icient  requires undertaking several d i f f e r e n t  steps: First ,

it is necessary to define what current design theories suggest

as the maximally—effeclive (ME) procedures for the strategy

questions faced. Then, points in the effective procedures are

identified where the ins t ruct ion can be made shorter or simpler.

Then , resear ch prob lems associated w i t h  hypot heses of f unctional

equivalence are i d e n ti f i e d  and pu rsued. The research to be

described in this paper represents an attempt to apply this

approach in order to identify more efficient methods of instructional

design for teaching vocabulary concepts.

Form~ilating the De8ign Problem

The importance of vocabulary concept acquisition must be

underscored , for in every subject area and in every training

setting, new vocabulary concepts must be taught. These concepts

can be technical vocabulary associated with a particular field

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
J
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of application or they can be general vocabulary taught to improve

students’ general language facility, enabling th en i  to read more

difficult text materials and to communicate wit h more variety

and precision . Because concepts are prereq uisitE’ to reaching

numerous educational and tra ining objectives and because significant

amounts of instructional time are spent in teaching vocabulary

concepts, it is important that the technology of teaching concepts

become more highly developed . By highly developed , we mean , of

course , that procedures used must not onl y be ef f ec t ive , but must

also be demonstrably ef f ic ient .
V 

When designers refer to building student “understanding”

of new words taught , they imply that such understanding is

reflected in a variety of student performances. Terminal objectives

for a program of instruction in vocabulary might typically include

any of the following: recalling and explaining the meaning of a
V 

word , differentiating between examples and nonexamples of a

concept , recognizing a definition or a synonym, constructing

sentences that use a word correctly, constructing new examples of

V a concept , or using a word to understand sentences or to communicate

ideas in writing or through speech.

In the terminology of Bloom ’s (1956) taxonomy, one would

thus want to build capability ranging from the knowledge level

(where given a target word, the student recalls its meaning or

recognizes its meaning when presented among a set of distractors)

to higher levels, such as t he  application l evel (where given ideas 

—. - —  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~
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whose content matches the conditions of a target word ’s use , the

student uses the target word in wri t ten or oral expression of

these ideas). Each of the other objectives stated previously

can also be found at some level of Bloom ’s taxonomy .

In considering the question of student performances that

reflect “knowing” the meanir.g of a word , Cronbach (1942, 1943)

suggested that word knowledge is multi—faceted , and that to

measure it , one would need several types of test items com-

prising structurally different formats to assess competence on

each aspect. Di f fe ren t  types of word knowledge requiring

different types of tests suggest that target objectives for

instruction in vocabulary concepts involve qualitatively different

behavioral outcome statements. The crucial question for the

specification of instructional procedure is to determine whether

different conditions of instruction are truly required for the

various outcome statements.

Current design theories do indeed suggest that different

instructional conditions are needed for different types of

learning outcomes. In fact , the whole point to creating tax—

onomies or typologies of learning outcomes for instructional

purposes is that the resulting types specified entail different

conditions of instruction. This point can be illustrated in

reference to two of the previously—identified vocabulary objectives,

namely, stating a definition and classifying instances. In (‘.agné’s
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(1977) typology, stating a defini t ion would be considered as verbal

information learning, while classifying would be considered as a

1specific intellectual skill, i.e., learning a concept. The two

behaviors would thus be built through different training sequences.

In a similar vein, Klausmeier (Klausmeier, Ghatala, & Frayer , 1974)

has also consistently emphasized in his own model for the development

of concept learning the need to distinguish classifying from

defining. Klausmeier stresses that the two skills do not auto-

matically develop together. One can also point to empirical

research (Johnson & O’Reilly, 1964) demonstrating that conditions

of learning that produce competence in classifying will only

produce competence in defining when defining practice is given

during concept acquisition. In further support of this point ,

Eustace (1969), who applied Gagn~ ’s hierarchy theory to design

instruction for the concept noun, argued that separate behavioral

levels must be considered in laying out instructional objectives,

V and that associated with the different levels are different

instructional conditions.

Based on these considerations, the formulation that clearly

emerges from a design theory perspective is that there are i

learning outcomes that need to be separately considered and that

1Gagnê’s system also encompasses other vocabulary objectives:
recognizing a synonym could be considered a verbal chain, con—
structing sentences could reflect rule application , constructing new
examples could be a cognitive strategy, and tising a word In
communication could r e f l e c t  applying a higher order rule.

—

~ 
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- 
- there are 1. sets of qualitatively different instructional conditions,

‘ s each optimal for one of the I outcomes.2 A one—to—one matching

rule is in effect , i.e., for each of the I terminal objectives

there is a matched instructional procedure.

Two questions resulting from the design theory perspective

now come into play:

Is there an optimal sequence of learning tasks within the
instruct ional procedure for an objective?

Is there some way to merge the instructional procedures
across objectives to enable fewer than the full set to
be developed ? ( i .e . ,  Through suitable selection of
some outcomes for direct instructional focus and
suitable design of instructional task features, Is
it possible to achieve j outcomes directly and
I — j outcomes incidentally?)

The answer to both of these questions is critically dependent upon

our knowledge of transfer.

For the f i rs t  question , the sequencing question , the answer

comes from empirical studies where the supposition is that

ability to perform one task facilitates the learning of a second.

The existence of facili tation is the logical basis for placing

2We do not want to specify the value of I at this point .
It is possible for I to range from a minimum of two (repre-
senting the simple extremes of “knowing” and “being able to
use”) to some unknown higher maximum value that could be
obtained by carving up the response repertoire into finer and
finer pieces . For our formula tion to “work”, all we need
to be able to claim is that there Is some number of outcomes
greater than one for which different instructional conditions
exist. We believe that case is made in the text .
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one task before another in an instructional sequence. Resnick

(Resnick with Ford , 1976) reports on a set of studies that assessed
V 

the outcomes of instruction on children who did arithmetic tasks

in different  orders . The studies showed that teaching in

hierarchical sequence is the best way to assure that all children

in a group learn the objectives . Resnick also reported , however ,

that a minority of children were able to learn the more complex

obj ectives without intervening instruction. This f ind ing could

provide the basis for more economies in instructional design

in the context of sequencing questions where real or potential

• hierarchical relations exist. Resnick herself noted that skipping

of prerequisites was In fact a faster way to learn.

The answer to the second question , the instructional focus

question , must come from studies that assess both direct and

indirect outcomes of instruction.3 Data from these kinds of studies

provide a basis for deciding which objectives must be directly

taught and which are natural consequences of direct teaching to

the others. The central matter of concern to make instruction

more efficient , as we are here defining efficiency, Is the extent

3We are distinguishing between sequence and focus questions in
two ways, logical and empirical. Sequence questions are concerned
with optimal ordering of a fixed number of instructional tasks .
Focus questions are concerned with reducing the number of instruc-
tional tasks required to meet a fixed number of objectives. The
questions are also distinguished in terms of the nature of the
evidence tha t designers need to be able to make des ign dec isions
that permit more economical procedures (see text).

_ _  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ . -
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V to which designers are curren tly willing and/or able to make

instructional focus decisions . Willingness to consider transfer

V 
in design decisions is a function of designer attitudes toward

transfer ; ability to make design decisions based on transfer is a

function of our research knowledge base.

Designers exhibit various attitudes toward transfer which

have been built through experience with various program develop-

ment efforts and with various populations of students. That

F designers are not totally in accord in their attitudes toward

direct teaching and transfer can be illustrated by this example:

We asked two experienced designers with credentials in the field

to respond to an instructional focus question applied to our

vocabulary objectives.4 The question was posed :

If you were teaching new vocabulary words and you
wanted to produce a variety of capabilities ranging
from the knowled ge level , like knowing a synonym,
to higher levels, like classifying and applying,
what kinds of experiences would you provide in
the instructional sequence? Specifically,  would
you provide practice on each type of task that
you wanted the students to master?

V 
One designer stated that indeed she would. The second designer

said that she might not, but that she did not know at this

poin t what types of tasks would be included in the instructional

sequence. The second designer went on to speculate about the

4
Both designers questioned are Research Associates at the

Learning Research and Development Center , Univer sit y of Pittsburgh .
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existence of transfer relations among the criterion tasks but she

stated that she could not specify what those relations would be

without f i rs t  laying out the tasks. Putting aside questions

of reliability of a one—item test , along with questions of

validity (e.g., do designers with different attitudes actually

produce d i f f e r e n t  ins t ruct ional  products?) ,  the above responses

do suggest variation in developers ’ attitudes toward transfer.

However , before we abandon as the prevalent position our

one—to—one matching rule derived from desi gn theory In favor of a

more liberalized opinion taking possible transfer into account ,

let’s reflect for a moment upon developments in the instructional

design field at large. With the advent of structured curriculum

models, analytic tools such as task and hierarchy analysis have

come into frequent use. When applying these techniques , attention

is focused on specifying component behaviors for the purpose of

insuring that none is overlooked in instruction. The trend has

been toward more careful analysis of terminal behav iors in order

to insure that there are no gaps in the instructional sequence.

It seems reasonable to suggest tha t careful skill descr iptions

might give rise to a related tendency to teach directly each

skill identified.

Designer attitudes toward tran sfer are also no doubt

influenced by the learner characteristics of their target popu—

lations, as well as by the task characteristics. Many studies

V V~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~—— .- - -V— ~~V 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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V that have investigated the role of intelligence have found that

more intelligent students show greater transfer (Craig, 1953;

Werner , 1930). Ellis (1965) suggested that a reasonable inter-

pretation of this finding is that brighter students tend to seek

out relationships and are , therefore , more likely than the less

V bright students to have a set for transfer. In these days of

universal education, however , designers are concerned that all

students learn. In the curricular area of beginning reading,

where reasonably well conducted curriculum evaluations exist,

the emerging conclusion (for example, Beck & McCasl in, in press)

is that direct instructional models using a “specific skills”

approach are among the more effective curricula for populations

of slower learners. The theory of teaching tasks advocated in

one educational psychology text (Becker, Engleinann, & Thomas,

1971) supports this position also; its authors maintain that

• children learn only what they are taught , a point given further

emphasis by Gage and Berliner (1975) who state in reference to

Thorndike ’s transfer of substance notion that “these studies

of transfer make us aware that we might often do better to teach

children exactly what we Want them to know” (p. 172).

Thus , despite the second designer ’s comments concern ing the

likelihood of transfer (suggesting that fewer than I tasks would

be needed to build i learning outcomes), it seems fair to suggest

that the attitude toward transfer apparent in the field is more 

---~ . 
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• conservative than liberal . We will conclude that the majority of

designers follow the design theory prescription and adhere to

a one—to—one matching rule.

Frase (1978) , in discussing the newer analytic approaches for

characterizing test performance (and hence instructional objectives),

aptly notes that the current tendency toward greater specificity

in skill definition has led to failures to consider more general

processes , i.e.,  abilities that could support performance across

a wide variety of tests. If this point were pressed , it mi ght

force the development of design strategies that explicitly con—

aider instructional focus questions. Currently , such strategies

seem to be the exception rather than the rule.

To summarize , we have thus far attempted to make the case

that a signif icant por tion of designers would likely follow a

one—for—one matching rule when developing instruction for i

qualitatively different learning outcomes. If transfer really 
V

V 
exists, however , the instruction they will design will be in-

efficient in the sense that such instruction teaches more than 
V

is necessary. In applying the most conservative attitude toward

transfer , each instructional task would be targeted toward a

given criterion task; in order for students to master each

objective specif ied , they would be provided with experience

with each instructional task. Obviously, such a minimal transfer

-- -- -
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assumption leads to an instructional sequence of maximal cost

V 
in terms of instructional time and development costs.

By contrast, if it were possible to assume tha t a subset

j of the I instructional tasks could produce acceptable levels

on the ~j matched criterion tasks and also on the i — j unmatched

criterion tasks, then significant savings in instructional time

and development costs could be achieved. The key element for
V 

achieving grea ter eff iciency in concept instruction is the

existence, to a degree, of indirect as well as direct instruc-

tional effects.

In our proposal (Block , Note 1), we suggested that , in the

area of vocabulary concept instruction , there is some basis for V

the belief that various instructional methods produce substantial

indirect instructional effects. We shall treat the adequacy of

this evidence in a forthcoming section. At this point, however ,

we feel it necessary to achieve a more precise formulation of the

instructional focus question.



Formulating the Instructional Focus Decision

In order to make concept instruction more efficient , it is

necessary to make i n s t ruc t i ona l  focus decis ions .  The choice situation ,

stated more formally,  is this:

1. There are n learning outcomes , O •, and the same
number of instructional methods,’M1, and criterion
tests, CT

1.

2. For each 0~ , there exists a unique instructional
V condition , M., that produces a higher level of per—

formance on a given criterion test , CT .,  than for
any other single instructional condition. This
instructional condition , H1, also tends to
elevate the levels of per f ormance  on the other
CT for  j  ~ i , but not , in general , to th e
extent  tha t  it raises the level of per formance
for  CT. .1

3. Associated with  each M1 is an ins t ruct ional
V cost , c1.

4. Associated wi th  each c r i t e r ion  test  is a lower
bound of acceptable performance , lb 1.

5. Performance on any CT . Is a func t ion  of the
number and type of M1 encountered .

6. Performance on any CT 1 can be decomposed into
direct and indirect  instructional  e f f e c t s .
Let:

direct  e f f e c t  of M 1 on CT1 for  all 1.

indirect  e f f e c t  of M~ on CT 1 for all i , i.

(I)  Assume A~ > for  all I , 5.
(ii) Assume A 1 — A~~ for  all i , 5.

( i t  is not assumed tha t  — for  j
~ 

~

and so , t he re fo re ,

CT1 — + E 
~~~ 

if all Mi are used. (the ME sequence)

j~~i

_ _ _
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If we let S • {j j M
5 

is used ) and — ~~ then

we can state that
• CT1 E o~ , if only some of the H. are used. (the reduced

sequence)

7. Total ins t ruct ional  cost , C . ,  is the sum of costs of
• individual M., that is , ~

• V C~~~~E c
5
.

jeS • V

V 

V (It is not assumed that costs are reduced when more
than one method is used) .

8. The i n s t ruc t iona l  focus quest ion en t a i l s  selection of
k<n  methods so that  total  ins t ruc t iona l  cost is minimal
and a stated performance criterion is opt imized by
suitable choice of the H1. The goal mi ght be to :

- a. Select the N1 to insure that performanceon all C T ’ s does no t fall  below lb
1
.

That is, ~o max (mm (CT1, CT 2 , ... CT~)
subject to C1 

� W .

b. Select the M
1 

to maximize the average
of levels of performance on the CT1.’
That is, to max

/n
I E C T

subject to C
1 ~ 

W.

c. Select the M
1 

to max imize the max imum level
of performance on a given CT .

That is, to max (max (CT
1
, C+~ , ... CT )

subject to C1 ~ W. 
S

-——

~

-- - ‘ V
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V 

We have explored several hypothetical (see Appendix A) numerical

examples and have found that, for the same cost limitation , one can

obtain a different Mi composition in the solution set depending

V 

upon the performance criterion to be met. Further , whether or not

different solution sets are entailed when using different performance

criteria is a function of the size of A1 and o~~~, the direct and

indirect effects. We shall delay serious treatment of scaling issues

at this point however.

In a general way, the above formulation seems to reflect a

fair picture of how things might work in a situation where instruc-

tional focus decisions would be made . It cannot be regarded as a

thoroughly substantiated theory because the assumptions made

require more careful and extensive testing against the data from

studies of transfer . However , the reason we wanted to state the

decision problem more formally is tha t we wanted to be as explicit

as possible in regard to the main elements of the decision as we

see them and we wanted a theoretical framework to help guide

and sharpen our research on instructional focus decisions.

While main elements of the above decision problem seem to

be in accord with design theory and selected empirical facts,

it is necessary to discuss cer tain aspec ts of the formula tion

more fully. Specifically , the major assumption on which the

hypothesis of efficiency is based is the existence of both direct

and indirect instructional effects which are the outcomes of

various methods for teaching vocabulary concepts. The study most

- 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ V VV ~~~~~ ~V -V-V~ ~~~~~

V V ~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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V 

directly pertinent to this assumption is the study performed by
V 

Johnson and Stratton in 1966 which examined five methods of teaching

vocabulary concepts. The Johnson and Stratton design was such

that both direct and indirect transfer effects were assessed .

Since this study provides an important context and point of de-

parture for our work, it will be examined here in detail.

The Johnson and Stratton Study: Evidence for Indirect Instructional
Effec ts Only?

The Johnson and Stratton study is a classic one that is mentioned

in numerous educational psychology texts. In that study, general

psychology students learned four new vocabulary concepts: opulent,

alacrity, altercation, and chide (Thorndike—Lorge frequency counts

between 1 and 6) by one of five teaching methods. There were

four single methods (definitions, sentences, classification, and

synonyms) and a mixed method. The single methods were designed

to be as distinct from one another as possible (i.e., both the

stimuli presented and types of responses required were different

among the four methods).

The first method , the definitions method , consisted of

presenting students with definitions. The definitions were

written with the help of several dictionaries to characterize each 
V

word in a specif ic way and to place it in a higher—order class

(i.e.,  a genus et di f ferent ia  format was used). For example , 

-
-Ii 

_ _ _ _ _ _
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the def inition used for altercation was :

V When two or more people express different opinions,
get excited , and contradict each other, the event
is called an altercation. Thus an altercation is
a social interaction characterized by heated
exchange of opposing arguments. Now write a
definition of altercation in your own words.

Definitions for all four words were printed on one side of a sheet

of paper , with spaces for responses after each word ; hence the

definitions were in view as the students paraphrased .

The second method , the sent ence method (known also as a words—in—

context method) consisted of a short story of 174 words in which

each of the four word concepts appeared twice. The story had

“easy” context in that only the four words should have been

unf amiliar. Subj ects were instructed to read the story and learn

the four new words. At the bottom of the page were four incomplete

sentences which students were instructed to complete by using each

of the four new words once.

The third method , the classification method , was presented as

a booklet. It consisted of short descriptions of objects and

events, arranged in blocks of five, one classif iable under each of

the four concepts and one irrelevant . At the top of each block ,

the four new words and “none” were printed . Subj ects were instructed

to classify each of the items by writing the correct word on a

blank line next to the item. The first block of five items was

presented on the first page of the booklet; the answers to the first

block and the second block of five item s were continued on the

—- ~~ —— — ~~~ —— V VV 2.V V V ~~~~~~~~~~~~ V ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ V
~V 
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second page, etc. There were six blocks, of five events each, to

be classified, and correct answers were given for each item. The

booklet was arranged to make it easy for subjects to turn back to

check answers .

The fourth method , the synonyms method , consisted of present-

ing subjects with a booklet for synonym training. The first page

of this booklet informed subjects that their task was to learn the

meanings of four concepts. Four short statements appeared next :

“Alacrity means eagerness. Altercation means squabble . Chide means

to criticize. Opulent means luxuriant .” Then each target concept

was listed below the statements with a blank next to it; four other

synonyms were also listed there (e.g., reproach , quarrel , lavish,

and promptness). The subjects were required to match each of the

four concepts to the appropriate synonym by writing one synonym in

each blank. Answers were shown on the next page, along with another

block of four different synonyms to be matched to the same four

concepts. Four blocks of four synonyms were given in this manner.

The arrangement made it easy for subjects to check answers.

The fifth method , the mixed method , was a combination of the

four preced ing methods , with some editing of individual methods.

The definitions were abridged. Each new word appeared only once in

context of a sentence. Then two synonyms and one example were given.

Johnson and Stratton provide this illustration of the mixed method :

To chide someone is to talk to him to get him
to correct his mistakes. Chide means to criticize

~~~~~
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or reproach. Thus a mother might chide her
children for fight ing with each other. An
example might be a group of fellows poking
fun at a boy with dirty clothes. Nov write
in your own words what chide means.

Following the paraphrase requirement , students did one block of

matching target concepts to their synonyms (with correct answers

provided) and one block of classification (again with correct

answers provided) .~~

The various methods were designed to require roughly the

same amount of t ime to complete. Johnson and Stratton report

that each method required about twelve minutes. The teaching

materials were used in a classroom setting , and nine days later ,

students took various tests in the same classroom setting.

There were four differently—constructed test items for each

V of the concepts learned . Each item was designed to measure the

specific instructional effects of one of the four single methods;

hence three of the items measured the indirect instructional

effects of any given single method. While Johnson and Stratton

5Johneon and Stratton edited the individual methods in combin-
ing them into a mixed method in order to make t ime spent in learning
equivalent for each of the five methods tested . Their research
question posed for the mixed method was therefore: given that
instructional time is fixed, what are some reasonable ways to fill
it using a combination of the individual methods? We point this out
here because our definition of a mixed method will differ from
Johnson and Stra tton ’s since the research question we pose is
different .
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did not report the exact conditions of their testing procedure , we

think it reasonable to assume them equivalent to the test procedure

reported in the forming procedure for the same study.

On the test matched to the definitions method (the definitions

test), the four words were printed with spaces for short responses.

The directions told students to explain br iefly wha t each word meant,

even if they had to guess. On the test matched to the sentences

method , there were eight incomplete sentences (two for each concept)

in which the target word was present. Students were directed to

add a few words to give each sentence a meaningful ending, even if

they had to guess. On the classification teat, 20 instances (four

for each target concept and four unrelated) appeared in irregular

order and students were directed to classif y the items as one of

the four concepts or “none of these. ” On the synonyms test , the

target word appeared with ten possible choices; the ten choices

included one synonym for each target word. Students were directed

V to select the synonym for the target word . There were four trials

for each target word. The tests were given in the order described ,

an order hypothesized to minimize cumulative learning effects.

The first two tests were collected as each was completed ; the second

two were apparently completed together , and then collected.

Definitions were each rated 0—4 by two judges using a dictionary

as a criterion; 32 was the maximum score (highest sum of the judges ’

V ratings was 8 x 4 words) . Both sentences for each target word from

— ‘,—-- ~~~~~r~~~~~~~ rt -~V l ~~~~~~~~~~~ V-~~ ’ - ~~~~~~~ •‘V - V • V~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ V _V~V V_ V~~V — —  V _ V - V_~~~~~ V V . V , . V V . . . .  - V V
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the sentence test were scored together and the combination rated

- 

0—4; yielding an 8 (sum of two judges ’ ratings) x 4 words — 32

maximum. To place the other two test scores on the same scale ,

V since each word had in effect four trials each on the classification

and synonyms tests , the maximum score of 4 was doubled to 8, yield-

ing a 32 maximum score f or the classification and synonyms tests.

Reliabilities of the judges ’ ratings (assuming the norming procedure

ratings are comparable) yielded decent, but notexceptionally high,

V reliabilities in the .60—.97 range (median .78) for the definitions

and sentence completion teats. For the classification and synonyms

V tests K—R 20 reliabilities were .65— .89 (median .79).

From these data on the stability of the scores and from the

V examples of test items reported by Johnson and Stratton, we might

want to adapt our treatment of direct and indirect effects in our

decision framework to allow for variations across replications.

• That is , we could adapt our treatment so that achieving a particular

size of indirect effect would be probabilistic (or there would be a

likelihood function relat ing the chances that any obtained value

would be within a particular range) . We shall not do this here ,

however , because we believe that other considerations, such as

V whether indirect effects were in fact attained , are currently more

V important . The reliabilities reported were sufficient for us to

believe that their f indings deserve serious considerat ion .

The Johnson and Stratton f ind ings can be suninarized briefly.

In general , all methods groups (the four single method groups and
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the mixed method group) p.rform.d significantly better than did a

control group that had worked on an irrelevant set of materials

during training. Also , the group that received mixed method instruc-

tion achieved higher scores than did any single method group.

However , there are no significant differences within the four single

method groups.

One statement made by Johnson and Stratton is encouraging with

respect to a hypothesis that tasks not directly matched to properties

of the test can produce practically significant amounts of learning.

In summarizing pertinent aspects of their findings , they noted ,

“Transfer from training by one method to tests correspond ing to the

other methods was 100¼” (p. 48) . This is indeed an encouraging

remark and accurately reflects certain aspects of their data. Pre—

suinably, the statement was based on the fact that no single method

excelled in its influence on total (across all four) test scores. Each

• single method —— definitions, (sentences, classif ication , and synonyms)

—— also produced similar levels of performance of each of the four

tests considered separately. These data support the statement that

training by M1 (where i ~ j )  supports performance on CT~ to the

same degree as training by M~ .

However , the data from the Johnson and Stratton study do not

provide adequate evidence for the existence of direct instructional

effects. Evidence of direct instructional effects would require a

V 
demonstration that H1 

produces significantly better performance on 

-~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ • V V V  V~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ •~~~~ _ V ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ V~~ -V V V~ - ~ V-V~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -. - - ~ V V V V
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V CT1, than does (or some pooled combination of j  # 1). Johnson
V and Stratton found no such evidence of specific instructional

effects. On the contrary, groups receiving each of two single

methods (def initions and synonyms) did not perform best on their

corresponding test, in comparisons relating each single method

mean to the pooled means of the other three groups. Further , as

reported previously, no single method was superior to any other

method on each of the four tests considered separately. As sped —

fied by our theoretical framework for instructional focus decisions , if

there are no direct instructional effects, by definition there can

be no indirect instructional effects. Hence, the Johnson and

V Stratton study was not an adequate test of our theoretical frame—

V work.

In the face of the Johnson and Stratton data , we still believe

our theory to be correct and we are even encouraged by their data

to pursue additional tests. They show that performance on CT1 can

in fact be elevated by ~~~ which in turn leads us to believe that

real indirect effects do exist. We think that the absence in the V

Johnson and Stratton study of direct effects poses for us the

design problem of lesser difficulty; indirect instructional, effects

are generally much more problematic to try to achieve.

Some readers may assert at this point that it is not possible

to simultaneously meet both requirements that we have established

for an adequate empirical test of our theoretical framework. That

is, they would charge that in order to achieve a demonstration of

~

V V - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -
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direct effects, the indirect effects would necessarily become email

and insignificant (therefore showing that more economical instruc—

t ional procedures do not exist). However , we believe that such a

supposition has yet to be demonstrated in our particular situation,

and further, useful information will come out of work that quanti-

fies the relative sizes of the effects obtained under certain

conditions . Therefore, one goal of our research will be to design

the Mi so that direct instructional effects are obtained.

Designing Instruction to Achieve Direct Effects Too

In order to obtain direct instructional effects, it is

necessary to gain tighter control over student learning processes.

Commenting upon their large transfer effect, Johnson and Stratton

state:

One interpretation for the large transfer effect
is that the subject sets concept acquisition as
his goal , varying his methods on his own initiative
and testing himself so that the intended differ-
ences between training methods vanish. Thus each
method takes over some of the advantages of the
mixed method (p. 53).

Their interpretation seems to suggest that if better control over the

student learning process could be achieved, the large transfer

effects might be reduced and hence a specific methods effect

might indeed apear. A computer will be used to instrument our

research and will permit a greater degree of control than Johnson

and Stratton attained. Since we are developing the methods in a

CAl mode , we will be able to manipulate more elementary instructional

events than did Johnson and Stratton. For example, to control

- V -
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- V learner processes in a definitions method , one might first require

the learner to paraphrase each key aspect of the definition

separately, then require the learner to put them together. In

V contrast, the Johnson and Stratton definitions method required a

complete paraphrase “all at once.” The unit of instructional

control in our CAl example is smaller (and hence more elementary)

because the events given instructional attention would presumably

be components of the larger terminal performance .

Johnson and Stratton suggested another explanation for the

large transfer effects.  As it turns Out , what they suggested in

1966 would be quite well received today:

Another possibility (for the large transfer
effects] is that the transfer occurs on the
testing day when the subj ect treats the four
tests as problems and uses whatever he can
recall to solve them. One with training on
sentences may recall the story, for example,
and use this information to formulate a
definition or to choose a synonym (p. 53).

In effec t, Johnson and Stratton are suggesting here that

transfer occurs at the time of the test when inf ormation stored

in memory is combined with prior knowledge of certain verbal

procedures (e.g., formulating a definition) and the two, working

together , can support performance on a criterion test. By today ’s

standards , of course , such a theory of test performance is both

gross and incomplete. Nevertheless, information stored in memory

V does play an important role in test performance. That the struc—

ture and content of such information ought to be explicitly

V V
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considered in understanding transfer has been emphasized by Voss

(Note 2).

One might wonder , in terms of the purposes of our research ,
V how explicitly considering the representation of remembered infor-

mation or the mental processes involved in criterion test performance

will help us solve our particular applied problem. Using the

Johnson and Stratton suggestion that CT
1 

— information recalled +

prior procedural knowledge, it is easy to see that performance on

criterion tests will differ to the extent that information recalled

is different from method to method (or to the extent that prior

procedural knowledge is different, a variable which at this level

of detail in a formulation is difficult to surmise from method to

method). It is possible that distinctly different methods leave

the same memory traces; if this is true, it might not be possible

to obtain a specific methods effect, and it might not make sense

to retain the theoretical framework previously stated for this

area of application. The more that we can learn about the content

and structure of information retained from exposure to a given

method , and about the processes that use the information, the more

we become able to discern whether our applied goals can realisti-

cally be met. In our research , we intend to use several “experi-

mental” teats, in addition to criterion tests, in order to measure

aspects of the knowledge that is learned from a given method.

Ten years have passed since the Johnson and Stratton work and V

much research has been performed to show that an adequate model of

_ _ _ _  j
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performance on a criterion test takes into account more than just

the nature of information learned during the instructional episode.

A current model might suggest that performance on any criterion

test following any N
1 

will be a function of:

(1) The information about word meaning that can be retrieved
at the time of the test. This information will be a
function of:

(a) the knowledge structure that was built during
instruction (which in turn is a function of the
type and structure of the information presented ,
how prior learning interacts with the information
presented, and other properties of the instruc-
tional task, such as type of response required
and content of informative feedback, all of which
influence phases of cognitive learning ——encoding, storage, etc.);

(b) the compatibility of any retrieval cues given by
the test with the knowledge structure that was
built;

(2) The extent to which the information recalled plus prior
learning can support performance of the form required by
the criterion test; and

(3) “Test taking” skills, i.e., skills specific to a
particular type of test that can be learned through
exposure to instructional tasks whose properties are V
similar to the test. (Such aspects as familiarity with
responses and familiarity with correct structural form
on tests requiring constructed responses such as V
definitions fall into this category.) V

A model such as this provides a basis for understanding why CT1 
is

high , or low, following an ~~~ in terms of particular component

factors. As such , it also provides a basis for selective emphasis

of particular experiences, information, or procedures in the design

of the Mi. To the extent that we can manipulate levels of

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
_ _ _  
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V competence on the above factors through appropriately designed

interventions, we can control levels of performance on the CT1.

The above model Is simply another way of decomposing performance on

CTi; rather than considering it here to be a sum of direct and

indirect effects, we are recognizing that performance can be

analyzed another way. In working through the design problem that

is the focus of this paper, it is very useful to refer to concepts

contained within the above decosipositon.

In summary, an analysis of the Johnson and Stratton research

has been instructive with respect to identifying ingredients needed

for an adequate empirical test of our decision framework. We

noted that a main requirement is the achievement of direct instruc— V

tional effects. To obtain them, we will use instrumentation

allowing better control. We also noted that since criterion test

performance is a function of knowledge built during instruction,

• we will attempt to measure that knowledge since it might provide

a key for understanding the size of effects that can be expected.

-- ‘ -~~~~~~~~~~ --V’----- -- V
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General Conditions on the Design of the N1

As originally stated , the O~ for a program of instruction in

vocabulary represent qualitatively different performances with a

V word and lie along a continuum from siinp].e unitary performances

to more complex performances involving linguistic reasoning and

V application. There are alternative ways to divide up the response

continuum; there are many verbs and their objects that could be

used as learning outcome statements. For our purposes, the 0~

ought to represent a range from simple “knowing” to “being able

to use. ” Convention suggests students ought to be able to tell

you the meaning of a word, use it in a sentence, and select a

synonym for it. To these conventional objectives, Johnson and

Stratton added to the Oi list the ability to classify instances,

which at f i rs t  appears to be simply an interesting twist.  With

further thought , however , a case can be made from an instructional

design perspective for considering the meaning of a word to be a

classificatory concept (see Block, in press).
6 It seems sensible,

therefore, to retain the four Johnson and Stratton learning out-

comes for our O~ list. These learning outcome statements are:

1. Stating the meaning of the target word;

2. Selecting a synonym from a set of distractore;

6Our colleagues at SWRL have come to a similar conclusion
(see flumes, 1976).
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3. Differentiating between examples and non—examples
of the concept; and

V 

4. Completing sentences meaningfully using the target
word.

Three additional outcomes come to mind as useful performances

with a word. A fifth outcome might involve constructing new

examples of the concept. This would be a natural extension of 01,

requiring generation of positive instances of the concept class.

Another outcome showing ul timate mastery of a word would be its

incorporation into productive vocabulary which in turn would support

its spontaneous use in composition and speech. Finally, there might

be an outcome reflecting a literacy about words, an understanding

of lexical structures that tie words together that can be reflected

in diagrams and continua . Therefore, three additional outcomes

would be:

5. Constructing new examples of the concept;

6. Using the word spontaneously to communicate ideas in
writing and thorough speech; and

7. Creating lexical structure such as Venn diagrams or
continua within which the target word may be located.

We believe that these seven Oi adequately reflect a broad

range of different performances and that they are a creditable

list. We have argued previously from a design theory point of V

view that 01 
and 0

3 
require different instructional conditions

- V - V .
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and we could carry the argument through using Gagne”e

typology for the other 0
1.

-
. Each N

1 
addresses itself toward a particular 01. As

V previously stated, in order to meet the structural requirements

of the design problem, it is necessary that each Mi produce direct

instructional effects on its CT
1 
that are larger than its indirect

effects on CT~ ; but, at the same time, the indirect effects must

not be small. That is, the N1 must do a good job of specific

teaching without being too good (in the sense of being too limit-

ing). The rest of this section and the section that follows detail

V 

our rationale for the selection of the M~ that will hopefully

- fulfill the requirements of our design framework. We first re-

examined the Johnson and Stratton teaching methods in our quest

for a r~asonable N1 composition.

A major empirical principle of training—to—test transfer is

- that transfer of training is greatest when the training conditions

V are highly similar to those of the ultimate testing conditions V

(Ellis, 1965). This means that the more similar the properties of

N1 
are to those of CT~~ presumably will be the greater the direct

instructional effects. This principle was at least partially applied

by Johnson and Stratton In their instructional design. It should

be obvious from the section of this paper that elaborated the Johnson

and Stratton work that the response requirements of their criterion

tests were very similar (and in some cases identical) to those of —  

VS - ~V V_~~~~~
__

~~~_  - —V V
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V the related training methods. This similarity of response properties

-
‘ clearly shaped their M

1 
design. A remaining question, however, is

how they decided which particular stimuli would be paired with

which particular type of response within each Ni.

To review, the stimuli Johnson and Stratton used were: 1) a

genus et differentia definition, 2) a brief synonym statement,

V 3) a story with the words appearing in context twice, and 4) concept

V instances to be classified. It seems reasonable to expect that

learning would occur with S—R pairs other than the particular pairs

used in their study. That is, given a definition as an S, students

could probably complete a sentence using the target word as an R,

as long as they had prior knowledge of the procedure of sentence

construction. The response properties between training and test

would still be identical (if this hypothetical teaching sequence

were paired with the sentence construction test), but learning

• would happen with a different S—R pairing than that used by Johnson

and Stratton. 
V

We therefore need to understand what the basis might be for

the particular pairings achieved. Johnson and Stratton did not

provide a rationale for their pairings except that they wanted V

each method to be a good representative of that method and they V

wanted no overlap among methods. The former point implies that

they thought there must be some consistent definition among

teachers and other educators for each of the four methods of

interest. However, there appears to us to be no such clear and 
V
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V 

consistent definition of vocabulary instructional methods among

V practitioners and educators (see Block , in press). The methods

definitions that are used mainly refer to the syntactic structure

of the stimuluscontent (see Elison, 1976) and hence are not well

V specified since they detail neither response content nor feedback.

The reading instructional literature suggests four structural

variations for a stimulus presentation but says nothing about other

aspects of the instructional presentation.

The question before us concerns the extraction of a rationale

for achieving four particular S—R pairings out of a domain of 4~4 —

16 possible pairings that could have been used. The rationale could

have been that Johnson and Stratton wanted the content, or object,

of the response (e.g., stated what? — stated a definition) to be

reflected in the stimulus portion of the method. Hence their

presentation of a definition as the stimulus paired with the

definition paraphrase response. In this way, students did not have

V to recode the information presented into another linguistic form.

By contrast, if the words had been presented in context and students

were required to write a definition, they would have had to recode

the stimulus informa t ion to do so.

On the other hand, the rationale could be partially reflective

of laboratory learning paradigms. The classification method is a

direct analogue of discovery learning (reception paradigm)

procedures used with classificatory concepts (see Bourne, 1966).

The synonym method is similar to repeated study—test trial 

-- - -~~~ V . .~ . .~~~~~~~~~~ V
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V procedures for paired associates learning , although the content

was not, strictly speaking, paired associates since the R terms

varied, i.e., numerous synonyms were used as R terms for the target

word (the S).7 It is more similar to a paired associates concept

learning procedure (see Bourne, 1966). In 1966, there were no

laboratory paradigms for the definitions or the sentences methods

(see Melton, 1964 for the paradigms of that day) but there are

today. The sentences method could be related to paradigms for

studying story comprehension and the definitions method to prose

learning studies involving concepts, attributes, and connectives

(see Frase & Silbiger , 1970). The central point about paradigms

is not a point about differencies in procedure; however, what is of

interest are the different information structures (an association,

a classification rule, etc.) associated with a given type of learn—

ing paradigm. Varying the structure of the information taught

might be a good rationale for the type of variation in the stimulus

V content to be represented in the design of the Mi.

Thus far we have noted that Johnson and Stratton designed their

so that properties of the training response matched the properties

of the criterion test response. This design procedures leaves open

the question of the structure of the stimulus information, and it is

necessary to introduce other considerations such as recoding or a

V 
7lnterestingly, this method of teaching meaning treats a word

more like a relational, rather than a classificatory concept, a
content distinction important in design theory (see Glaser, 1968).

-

~ 
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V 

reference to basic learning paradigms in order to rationalize the

- 

V 

particular S—R pairings that were used. It is possible, however,

that current versions of empirical transfer principles more

extensively specify the properties needed during training for

optimal performance on the test. Work by Merrill and Wood (1975)

speaks to this question.

Currently, Merrill and his colleagues have devoted much

attention to the problem of formulating instructional prescriptions

that have empirical support (see Merrill, Olsen, & Coldeway, 1976).

In current instructional design literature, Merrill and Wood have

formulated the most specific statements concerning the relationship V

of instructional tasks to the task properties of criterion tests.

Merrill and Wood have proposed a consistency hypothesis. The

F consistency hypothesis states that, “Student performance in relation—

V ship to a specified instructional task is facilitated to the degree

• to which the type of content ,~p~rations and the response conditions

involved are consistent among objectives , presentation displays,

practice displays, and test displays” (1975 , p. 2 .8) .

Display is a term used to refer to a piece of information given

a student (e.g. , a word definition, an example , task directions) .

In proposing the consistency hypothesis, Merrill and Wood are

stating that not only must response conditions be similar between

training and test, but also content operations must be similar.

To understand the consistency hypothesis in terms of its implications

for M~ design, it is first necessary to understand the term content

operation. 

—- 
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V In Merrill and Wood ’s taxonomy of instructional design, instruc—

V tional objectives are classified according to the content operation

(identity, descriptive, productive) and response condition (rule

remembering, rule using, rule finding) combination intrinsic to the

objective. The term~ content operation refers to types of instructional

content that might be thought to vary in complexity; an identity

refers to equivalence or substitutability of two content elements;

descriptive content is a logical combination (e.g., union, inter-

section, if and only if) of content elements; and productive opera-

tions are ways of combining content elements so as to produce

qualitatively new elements. The clearest examples of contrasting

content complexity come from mathematics: an identity Is A — B;

descriptive: definition of an isosoceles triangle; productive:

finding the area of a triangle that is equal to 1/2 times the base

times the altitude. The reason for the phrase content operation,

rather than simply content type, or content structure, is that the

V basic elements of subject matter content are thought to be best

described in terms of relationships between domain and range concepts

(that is, as rules of various complexity). Various sorts of

responses can be supported by these various forms of content

knowledge and the response conditions, too, vary in complexity

from simple “remembering” what was taught, to using it, to “dis— 
V

covering” it (rule finding).

Applying the above taxonomic system to our vocabulary objectives, V

it seems that an identity would be the semantic relation of synonymy,

V V -V V 5~~~~~~~ V &~~~~~~~ -~~ ~~ V V V V~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -V - ~~~~~~ -- -5 V V V - -- V~ 
V
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and a descriptive operation would be a word definition stated in terms

of concepts (and the relationship between these concepts) that comprise

the definition. Just what a productive operation (whlrh Merrill and

Wood note is actually a proposition) would be Is a bit less clear cut.

It seems to reflect a generative aspect of content , I.e., producing

V new things from given ones. Merrill and Wood define a productive

content operation thusly:

V The referents of the range concept are produced by compo-
sition, decomposition, or some other combination opera—
tion in which the referents of the domain concepts are
qualitatively changed as they are combined to produce
referents of the range concepts (p. 2.3).

In math , this means:

BASE HEIGHT AREA OF TRIANGLE

referents of 30” 15” referents of 225 sq. “domain: range:

In vocabulary, whether or not a productive operation Is

involved in a particular objective depends on one’s interpretation

of what constitutes a qualitative change. There are various 01
V ‘ that require the production of new referents of the range concept

from quite different referents of the domain concept. Suppose,

for example, using sycophant as the target word :

referents Lunchroom context: referents

The sycophant had to eat The sycophant did notdomain: lunch alone because range: receive any get well
nobody would sit with cards when he was in

V him, the hospital.

Classroom context:

The sycophant was always
last when the students V

chose up sides Eor the
team.

The productive rule might be: A sycophant is not well regarded

by his peers. To produce the referent of the range concept it was 

V V S V V V V V V V , V V V 5 - V~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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necessary to decompose (in the sense of develop specific inter-

pretations for particular contexts) the phrase, “is not well

regarded by his peers.” It seems reasonable, therefore, that

(at least) our 0~ dealing with sentence completion might reflect

a productive operation (that supports performance at the using

level). The 01 dealing with stating a definition and classifying

V reflect descriptive operations (that support performance at the

recall and at the using — classifying — levels) while the
dealing with synonyms entails identity. (We shall not treat the

other three Oi for reasons that will be apparent).

The consistency hypothesis applies only to descriptive

operations at the remembering and using levels (using a defini-

tion entails classification, according to Merrill and Wood, p. ii)

and to productive operations at the remembering and using levels.
V 

What is critical for our purposes is the recommendations they

make for instructional strategy design . The consistency hypothesis

would apply to three of our f i rs t  four O~ (stat ing a definition,

classifying, and completing sentences). Selecting synonyms

would be eliminated because the consistency hypothesis does not

apply to identities.

To review, the consistency hypothesis requires consistency

of content operation and response conditions between the CT1 and

the M1. Although the content operations for defining and

classifying are the same, no economies in training design are
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explicitly mentioned. That is, no attention is paid to possible

dependenci~~in performances supported by the same content opera-

tion. Hence, the consistency hypothesis implies an M1 for each

that we have defined.

In reference to descriptive and productive operations at the

recall and using levels, Merrill and Wood specify a set of

instructional conditions that implement the most effective

strategies for teaching the O~. They believe that each segment

of instruction should contain three presentation forms : rule,

example, and practice ; an adequate test consists of a series of

practice displays constructed from previously unencountered

instances. These prescriptions are the essential requirements

for both recall and using objectives, for both types of content

operations.

We applied Merrill and Wood ’s prescriptions to the design of our

for the classification outcome. The criterion test for the

classification outcome requires the student to use a descriptive

operation in order to classify instances as examples or nonexamples

of the target concept. The teaching sequence presents a rule

(i.e., a definition of the target concept); example (i.e., labeled

examples and nonexamples of the target concepts); and then practice 
V

(i.e., exercises where the student identifies for himself or herself which

instances are examples and which are nonexamples of the target

concepts). A later section of this paper describes the rationale

and design of the classify teaching sequence in detail. 
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The consistency hypothesis and the associated prescriptions

for strategy design also apply to the design of conditions for

stating definitions. The Instructional conditions would be the

same as those for classify ,  except practice would be provided in

recalling the definition during training , and the test (to be

adequate) would require both recall and classification. While this

prescription for design may indeed be effective , it reduces the

chances of specific M
i 

effects, and comes closer to being a “mixed”

method of teaching rather than a purer form of matching training

conditions to test conditions. And it would take more time. In

view of the Johnson and Stratton results , useful  amounts of learning

can happen via paraphrasing definitions, without classification ,

V 
and it seems that the purposes of our research are best served by

V testing direct and indirect effects of the simplest set of

instructional conditions first. Therefore, our M1 for recalling

and stating definitions will involve only paraphrase and not

• classification.

The consistency hypothesis and related prescriptions for

strategy design also apply to the design of conditions for corn—

pleting sentences, another of our target 0~. A teaching sequence

for the word sycophant would include the rule (a sycophant is V

V not well regarded by his peers) and examples (the sycophant had

to eat lunch alone because nobody would sit with him). Practice

could consist of sentence completions where the ending is consistent

with the proposition represented by the rule (nobody likes a

--V —- —-~~~~~ --V -——-V -55- — ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 55 - V.V V~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ V~ V V 5~~~5-~~~ V ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ t-- --‘
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sycophant). The criterion test would also be such sentence
V 

- completions . With this teaching sequence for the sentence

completion criterion task, it seems probable that the outcome of

learning would be competence with only this particular criterion

task. That is, students may be able to complete sentences by

describing their specific reactions to unpopular people in various

settings, but they would by no means know why people don ’t like

sycophants and what sycophants’ characteristic behaviors are.

Therefore, following the Merrill and Wood prescription for

the sentence completion O~ would seem to unnecessarily restrict

the size of the indirect effects. Based on the considerations we

have presented here, it seems reasonable to follow the Merrill

and Wood prescription in only the situation where it best serves

our purposes: the classification O~.

In conclusion , it can be said that the consistency hypothesis

and related instructional prescriptions can result in too specific

teaching, too narrow a presentation of the content in the case of

a productive operation. On the other hand , if we consider n

definition as a descriptive operation , and desire performance at

the using level , the Instruction prescribed conforms nicely to

our requirements for the design of the M
1 
(i.e., to achieve similar

response conditions for training and test), but also to try to

achieve specific instructional effects with as little added

complication as possible. By contrast, the Merr ill and Wood V

prescription for performance at the recall level suggests that
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V there would need to be experience with examples. This seemed to us

to be unnecessarily elaborate, given the Johnson and Stratton data

and considering the fact that we learn new words every day via

the dictionary, without the advantage of experience with examples

and nonexamples. No compelling case can be made regarding the

absolute necessity of examples for acquiring the definition of

a word.

On the basis of the above considerations, we have come to the

following conclusions:

(a) Response conditions during training should
be consistent with the response conditions
required by the test.

(b) There are no necessary conditions on the
structure of the instructional content
presented via the M

1
. Different kinds of

content , within reasonable informational
limits, could be pr esented via the
instructional methods and reasonably be
expected to support criterion performance.

General guideline (a) is consistent with principles of transfer ,

m d  guideline (b) violates no known principles of transfer and

at the same time permits us to achieve large differences in the

Mi 
(and hence achieve specific effects) without sacrificing

achievement of indirect effects.

We have dec ided , therefore , to maximize the difference in

the nature of the stimulus information presented via the M1

and to follow the Johnson and Stratton pairing of the S and V

R, at least for the first four of interest.
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General Features of the Mi to Be Tested

The core requiremen t f or our research is tha t we build

individual instructional methods that are tightly targeted to

particular criterion tests. We spent the previous section

defining what must be fixed and what can vary in the design of

the Mi to meet the criterion of being tightly targeted (but not

too tightly targeted). The Johnson and Stratton strategy of

pairing S and R to minimize linguistic recoding during training

seems sensible to follow. Minimizing recoding has the effect

of maximizing the duration of exposure to instructional content

in the form it is to be learned . We believe it possible to

demonstrate that under better controlled conditions than those

used by Johnson and Stratton , the M1 we design will have unique

peaking effects on the related tests.

Following Johnson and Stratton , we will have the following

• M~ and CTi:

CTi

Response Task
Stimulus Response Task on Related

Method Name Content during Training Criterion Test

1. Definitions A definition Paraphrasing the Stating the
defini t ion def ini t ion

2. Synonyms A synonym Selecting a synonym Selecting a synonym
from a large set from a large set

3. Classify Examples Classification Classification

4. Words—in A story Sentence completion Sentence completion
context

V V----V — -5— --- —-5-  - —~~- --~~—
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V Due to theoretical considera tions, however , we have introduced

some changes into Johnson and Stratton ’s original design. First ,

our notion of presenting a definition (M
1
) is tha t , through the use

of verbal summaries, we want to link new information to words

and classes of experience that are already known; we want to do this

in a way that illustrates differences in meaning or contextual uses

between the new and old information. A “good” de f in i t ion statement

will be one that: (a) uses words and concept classes that are

already familiar to the student (a semantic conten t consideration

related to students’ prior knowledge), (b) presents the appropriate

new information, and (c) is of a structural or syntactic form that

is appropriate for the form class being taught. The first con-

sideration , (a), Is a matter of good judgment ; (b) is a subject

matter consideration, but (c) must be discussed .

The Johnson and Stratton structure for noun definitions

• seems good practice to us. They used genus et differentia

definitions where the unique features of meaning are explicitly

stated. The definition for altercation illustrates the format:

an altercation is a type of social interaction (concept class)

characterized by conflict (differentia). The notion that nouns 
V

can be organized into higher order classes with special properties

has empirical support (see Collins & Quillian , 1969; and

Smith, Rips , & Shoben, 1974). However, we are taking broad

liberties with the notion that part of a definition contains

— -‘ —-—-— V
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V reference to a class of which the target word is a member.

Designing such definition statements required ~is to  ex tend  the

concept classes to which the target words belong; in so doing we

V 

realized that the classes of experience to which target words

V belong often do not have simple lexical labels. Note that an

appliance is a type of tool, while a deterrent can be a type of

object or event, something that stops action because of fear. The

commonality among the objects and events that are deterrents is

commonality of function .

Johnson and Stratton report that they applied the genus

et differentia strategy to words of other form classes. We

found this difficult to do, and consequently, we revised our

method for structuring definition statements for our verbs and

adjectives. In an informal study where we asked adults to give

V adjective definitions, we found that they most frequently stated

several verbal equivalents with and/or connectives either implied

V 
or explicit (e.g., opulent —‘- fancy, rich , lush) , not just one single

synonym. At the present time, we are completing a study of verb

definitions; the study is demonstrating that adult definitions

frequently contain either verbs analogous in meaning (e.g., to

break + to destroy) or they consist of a more basic word (i.e.,

structurally simpler, more primitive , perhaps acquired earl ier)

plus contextual information (e.g., to break -’- t~ “a ll Into pieces).

They also use synonyms (e.g., to break -’~to crack). We decided

—- •~~~~~ -5V V_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 5_~~~ V~~~~~, 
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that the structure of our definitions ought to conform to the

V structure found when adults give definitions. In limited empiri—

cal tests, we have found that noun definitions cart be accounted

for in terms of concept classes plus distinctive features; verbs

by the three strategies noted , and adjectives by verbal equivalents

plus reference to the domain of things that are described . The

major change we made from Johnson and Stratton here was to allow

ourselves to use other adjectives and other verbs in writing

definitions. (It will be recalled that Johnson and Stratton

did not permit synonyms in definitions.) The M1 for the definition 
V

V 

stating criterion task (M
1) will be comprised of an S (a definition

written according to the above specifications) and an R

(paraphrasing the definition presented). Additional details

of this M1 design are presented in a later section. V

V A second major change that we have made to the Johnson and

• Stratton procedures has been to generalize the synonym method (M2).

This revision was done to incorporate more recent conceptions of V

associative learning into the M
1. Recent associative learning

conceptions suggest that semantic memory consists of networks of

semantic relationships, only one of which is synonomy ; that is,

the semantic relation of means or is the same as (e.g., alacrity

means eagerness) is only one of a number of relationships that

could be established. In the semantic network models, there is no

reason to believe that synonomy is the most prepotent aid to memory
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V of meaning. In planning the content of the information to be

- - 
practiced in a “synonyms method” , one must decide what content

should be presented (the scope of the relationshi ps presented)

V and how often each individual relation should be practiced (the

V frequency). We have decided that a wider scope than synonomy

(and fewer trials on each individual relation) is preferable to

a narrow one (with more trials on each). This decision was based

both on the finding that variable encodings support memory and

our own hypothesis that frequently changing the nature of the

semantic relationship accessed would force deeper semantic contact

with the target word that Is presented . Further , the changes made

V to the definitions method also forced changes in the synonyms

method.

Since we had redesigned the content to be presented in this

method , we also reconsidered the design of the response task.

We felt that a response task that required the student to generate

the relationship between the target word and a related concept

(e.g., How are flattering words related to a sycophant?) and then

test it by comparing the generated relationship to the set that

is then displayed, made deeper semantic contact than a response

task that required selection of the appropriately related concept

when the target concept and particular relation are specified V

(e.g., Pick the phrase that describes a tool of a sycophant:

1. brown noser 2. much dislike 3. college classroom 4. flat-

tering words). 

——--5--  
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V 
V The change in the response task, of course, means a change in

the O~ statement. 02 of the list presented previously now

becomes:

2. The student can state or explain the logical
or semantic relationship that exists between
the target word and a related concept.

This 0~ is consistent with current ideas about the meaning of

concepts: concepts take on meaning through their relationships

with other concepts (see Rutnelhart, Lindsay, & Norman, 1972). Hence,

if the student can state the relationships between the target word

and another concept, he “knows” the meaning of the word . The

V 

goodness of this conception of meaning content will be revealed

through our empirical assessment of the direct and indirect effects

of an M~ designed on the basis of it. The name we will use to

refer to this N1 will be Word Relations.

Of great importance to the design of the Word Relations Mi

is the selection of relations to be taught. These relations will,

of course, vary as a function of the form class of the word . There

V 
are network theories of semantic memory that can be relied upon

as sources for types of relations (e.g., Rumelhart , Lindsay , &
V Norman, 1972). Kintsch (1972) has suggested that the meaning

of a word is comprised of the lexical knowledge needed to support

generation and judgment of the acceptability of sentences, a

V 
definition that highlights case grammar as a sou rce of relations.

From an inclusive list of potentiali,y instructable relations , really

~ 

-
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instructable ones (those that can be presented in a comprehensible

V way to the student) can then be selected and taught.

Concerning the third criterion test and teaching method listed

V at the beginning of this section, the M1 targeted toward the

classification 0
1 is based on the design prescriptions of Merrill

V and Tennyson (1977). There are differences between our M~ and

the Johnson and Stratton classification method : we present a

definition and we also systematically vary the arbitrary elements

of the definition to generate examples and nonexamples. For example ,

V if a deterrent is something that stops action because of fear ,

then the variables are the things that are used to stop the action

and the nature of what it was that was stopped . In the language

of concept teaching technology, what we have done is to identify

the critical attributes and then vary them (see later section on

the Classify Module for a more comprehensive description).

In the design of the words—in—context M~. the fourth method

listed at the beginning of this section , we have decided that important

V aspects of the meaning content presented correspond to macrosemantic

relations in the text. For example, if a student vociferates at

V her parents because they will not pay her tuition for college,

an aspect of meaning content that might be acquired is that one

vociferates only when ones wishes to “get back” at another for a

perceived injustice. To heighten the chances that this unique

aspect of content gets learned (in accordance with our goal to
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V maximize differences in information presented and acquired), it

currently seems necessary to require use of the word “because”

in Lhe sentence completion response task that is paired with

V 

this context presentation.

In addition to the four Johnson and Stratton 01, our list

V of terminal objectives included three additional objectives:

constructing new examples, using the word spontaneously in writing

and/or speech, and constructing novel subject matter structures

(diagrams and continua). We designed three addition M
1 

to teach

toward each of these; however, due to time and womanpower

constraints, it will be necessary to delete the M
1 
entitled

Conversations which required that the target word be used in

substitutions for various paraphrases found in high fidelity

examples of real conversations. We will, however, retain the

V targeted toward example construction . This M
1 

is called Create

V and is a discovery version of Classify ,  the thought being that a

task requirement to induce a concept from examples might aid in

the development and memory for the critical attributes (the

contrast with Classify becomes clearer when the specifics of

the two strategies are compared). Another M
i we have designed is

called Word Line and it teaches the target word’in the context

of other words in such a way that the context words plus the

target word can be arranged along a perceptual , affective, or

cognitive continuum. The roots of the content structures employed

_ _  V



in this M
i 

are found in Miller ’s (1972) and Miller and Johnson—

- 
- 

Laird ’s (1976) notions of semantic domain and in Klein and Saltz’

(1976) conceptions that there are semantic d imensions along which
V 

words can be arranged or rated .

From the above descriptions of the content structures presented

via the various M1, the design strategy we are using to maximize

differences in content between the Mi should be clear. It is of

interest, however , to raise a serious question regarding the need

to use more complex information structures (e.g., definitions with

instances, multiple semantic relations) when simpler types of

content might do. To evaluate the necessity for complex structures

over simpler ones, our seventh Mi 
will be a form of compar isons

instructional procedure in which a simple logic of repeated

V practice will be used and the content taught will be a simple

phrase equivalent in meaning to the target word. The items from

the pretest (see later section on pretest construction) will be

used as the instructional items.

In summary, then, the M~ and CTi that we will use to test our

design framework , will be the following:

Mi CTi

Method Stimulus Response Task Response Task on
Name Content During Training Related Criterion Test

1. Definitions A definition Paraphrasing the Stating the
definition definition

2. Word Target word Identify the Identify the
Relations and Related relationship rela tionship

word

‘- —— ‘-- - ---~~~ -5 V—~~~~~- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 5~~~~~~~ V V V ‘V-V~~~~~~
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Mi cr1
Method Stimulus Response Task Response Task on

-s Name Content During Training Related Criterion Test

3. Classify Examples Classification Classification

4. Words—in A story Sentence Sentence completion
Context completion

5. Create Parts of Generating Generating examples
examples examples

6. Word Line Target word Arrange words Arrange words along
and Related along continuum continuum
words

7. Equivalents Pretest Selection of Selection of correct
item correct pretest pretest response

response

Taken together, the seven different M
1 comprise a set of

instructional methods that vary on signif ican t task dimensions —

both the structure of the content presented and the nature of the

response task. Our hope is that we have designed in sufficient

V variation in instructional conditions to significantly influence

the structure of knowledge acquired from the various M
1 

(and

hence impact the levels of performance on the Cl
i). Hopefully,

this knowledge variation will permit the achievement of specific

instructional effects, yet not disallow indirect effects. To

further insure that diff erences in the content presented make real

differences in the structure of the content acquired , it will be

necessary to insure attention to the different elements of content ;

hence we will specify a response requirement for each important



element of content (e.g., in the definitions method , this means

V 

- 
response tasks must be incorporated so that each crit~cal attribute

is responded to).

There are other design guidelines that have been applied to

each of the M
1 

— the terminal response task in the must be the

same as the response task on the related criterion test. The feed-

back used in each M
1 (except the simple comparison M1) must

adequately display the reasoning, or associative connections,

that support correct performance at any response request point.

As a general guideline, an attempt will be made to design the M
1

logic so as to provide approximately three minutes of instruction

for each word taught. This time guideline allows us to estimate

length of instruction and degree of task variety approximately

allowable across vastly different methods of teaching. The three

minute approximate “limit” seems sufficient to produce a respect-

able level of learning (see Johnson and Stratton) for a word but

not to excessively overteach so that methods effects disappear. V

Each of the seven methods , Definitions, Word Relations,

Classify,  Words—in—Context , Create, Word Line, and Equivalents,

will be used to teach students words whose meanings they do not

know. Following instruction , students will take criterion tests

and “experimental” tests designed to uncover what it was that

was learned during the teaching episode.
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Design of the Computer Assisted Experimentation System

In pursuit of testing our decision theory framework and

attempting to determine whether specific methods effects can be

obtained in the area of vocabulary concept learning, we have

V expanded the scope of the problem beyond the Initial Johnson and

Stratton work. We have more outcomes, more criterion tests, more

instructional methods, and lots of courseware to write. We

expanded the scope of the research for the variety of reasons

mentioned previously.

To review them briefly, more outcomes (seven) are r~nresented

because there are simpler ones of interest as well as more complex

ones in the full range of a taxonomy of learning outcomes. Since

achievement of these outcomes must be assessed , and we have added

“experimental” measures to the list of criterion tests, we therefore

have more tests. Since six of the outcomes are taught toward by a

given method, we therefore have six methods targeted toward the

criterion tests and one comparison method . The decision to test

more than four methods was not based solely on our desire to

include more outcomes,however. In the exploratory stages of

design , as we read both design theories and theories about the

psychological structure of word mean ing, it became clear that more

than the Johnson and Stratton four could be explored to

advantage, extending the scope of the test of the decision theory

approach. Then, as we translated ideas about content structure

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - -~~~~~~
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into instructional tasks, it became clear that significant

differences in instructional strategy could be retained across

about seven methods (and we are using six).
8

We are expecting, with computer instrumentation , that there

V 

will be both specific methods effects and hopefully sizeable

indirect effects that will be dependent upon the M
1 
and the

particular CT~ in question . The goal we have elected to try to

achieve is the attainment of a decent level of performance on all

the Cl
i 
using a subset (to be identified) on the M1. The first

stage of research requires calibrating the size of the direct and

indirect effects; later stages require studying how the combined

use of the M~ confirms or disconfirms the decision theory

equations (See Block, Note 1 for additional detail regarding

this question.) The strategy of research requires that the

experimentation system be designed to permit the use of the M
i

8
The problem of translating various theories of meaning

content structure into instructional tasks is an interesting one.
Several times in our work, we started with a given theory i dif-
ferent from theory j and ended up with an instructional strategy V

Identical to the strategy developed from theory j (or with a
situation where the two strategies were di f fe ren t  in nonessential
aspects). As an example , it has been suggested that the meaning
of a word is a cognitive procedure for a word’s use. Therefore,
to teach it one would present the student with descriptions of a
situation, help him or her extract the critical aspects of the
situation that are the conditions of use, present more situations,
and provide guided practice in aspect extraction, then have him or her
label and learn the labels for the aspects. Much of this strategy
is similar to Classify, except in Classify the student is learning
a concept — a classification rule based on critical attributes!

~ 
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- 
- in various com binations and/or all the M

i 
at once (the sequence

of maximum cost end the upper boundary of instructional effective-

ness).

Other differences in procedure that are important Include the

use of an on—line multiple choice pretest which allows for automatic

selection of words for individual students on the basis of their

pretest responses. Thus, students learn words we are certain

(within limits of the inference permitted by our test) that they

do not know, in contrast to the less certain use of norms. Different

students will, of course, be learning different words. We are also

writing instruction for a much larger corpus of words, both to

increase the power of our findings, and to enable us to run in a

real world setting. This setting is a College Learning Skills Center

for students who need work in college reading and thereby seek

improvement in vocabulary. We have also included in our Instructional
‘

-V

V 
system an interim test option with on—line return to teaching

routines for words that were missed on the interim test.

In general , the plan for one week of vocabulary instruction is

V 

that on the first day, students sign on the system, take a pretest ,

and automatically receive instruction on words that were missed .

They return after one day ’s absence and take an interim posttest

with automatic reteaching. Following another day ’s absence, they

return for a final session taking the battery of tests. In

addition to implementation of the instruction in the learning skills
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setting, laboratory experimentation is also planned , for the simple V

reason that specific methods effects might not appear if the

interval between instruction and test is too short or if there

is an interim test with reteaching.

We also plan to add a standardized verbal ability, or a

vocabulary test, to the experimental design in order to determine

whether there is an interaction of ability with method reflected

V in the relative sizes of direct and indirect effects. We also

have added to the variety of experiments we can conduct by para—

meterizing the Mi design (see description of ind ividual M1 
in

following sections).

Procedures for Word Selection

One of the early decisions made during the time spanned by

this report was the determination of the word pool from which words

to be selected would be taught. The word pooi contains “general”

vocabulary words; i.e., words that appear in popularly dis-

seminated texts, not words whose use is endemic to any one pro-

fessional discipline or specialized field of knowledge.

Since there are no norms on vocabulary words known (or not

known) by college students, the next reasonable substitute is

word frequency, on the assumption that low frequency means words

not likely to be known. This assumption was adopted by Johnson

V and Stratton. That 1966 study suggested to us the optimal degree

V 
of difficulty for the words to be used in the instructional modules.
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This was confirmed in a pilot study conducted by our staff during

the summer of 1977. From their preliminary study, Johnson and

-s Stratton reported that words with Thorndike—Lorge (1944) frequency

counts of between 11 and 14 (i.e., words occurring between 11 and

14 times per the Thorndike—Lorge sample of one million words)

could be expected to be easy for college students; words with counts

between 1 and 6 could be expected to be difficult. Rather than

accept the Johnson and Stratton preliminary findings prima fad e,

and having already had experience with ch ildren ’s norms that are

V out—of—date, we conducted a pilot study of our own where college

student subjects were presented with words of varying frequencies

(including the Johnson and Stratton words) and were asked to perform

various tasks with the words such as providing definitions , supplying

synonyms, or using the words in sentences. The results of this

pilot study basically corroborated the Johnson and Stratton

• findings concerning word difficulty for a college student population.

The college student population in our experiments, however,

is likely to be divided into at least two distinctly different types

of participants. Volunteers at the Learning Skills Center are

usually attracted because they either need remedial skills develop-

ment or because they are studying for graduate school entrance

examinations. Thus, there will be some subjects who need to learn

relatively basic words and other subjects who will be interested

in learning relatively esoteric words. To antici pate the needs

of the different types of subjects, we have comp iled the word pooi
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V in such a way that it consists half of “easy” words and half of

“hard” words. In this manner , we can teach words that will likely

- s 
not already be known by the subjects and yet are still within their

realm of interest. Remember , each subject takes a pretest and receives

V instruction only on those words he or she doe s no t al ready know.

The easy words. As reported in Johnson and Stratton and from

our own pilot study, we knew that an “easy” word would be one which

has a higher frequency count listing than a “hard” word . We used

the Ku’~era—Francis (1967) frequency ranking of words as our source

for “easy” and “hard” word rankings since it is more recent than

the Thorndike—Lorge listing used by Johnson and Stratton. The

Ku’~era—Francis rankings were obtained from a corpus of slightly

V more than one million words taken from 500 different samples of

contInuous discourse that were printed in the U.S.A. in 1961.

Their samples were taken from 15 genre categories, such as press

reportage, religion, skills and hobbies , and general fiction.

The Ku’~era—Francis rankings contain not only the frequency of

occurrence of the word within the total word corpus , but also the

number of genre subdivisions in which the word occurs and the

number of samples in which the word is found . These last two

rankings seemed to us to indicate what we have come to call the

“power” of a word ; that is, an estimation of its ability to be used

in a variety of different textual naterials. We would like our

word poo1 to contain as “powerful” words as possible .
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We started with words of the highest frequencies in the Ku~era—

Francis listings and worked down until we came to the place where

intuitively we believed we were beginning to spot words that would

not likely be known by some subjects. Those words had a frequency

of 10. We extracted all words with frequency rankings of 10 which

V were also contained in at least three different genre subdivisions

(the “power” criterion); we excluded onl y proper nouns from this

list. We followed the same process for words ranked 9, 8, and 7.

Seventy—four “easy” words were determined In this manner; 20 nouns,

20 verbs, and 34 adjectives. Examples of the “easy” nouns are:

consensus, deterrent , facade, hypocrisy, and vengeance; “easy”

verbs are: allege, conform , entail, mandate , and speculate. Some

“easy” adjectives are: callous, expedient , ingenious, naive, and

potent.

The hard words. The “hard” words, which all have Ku’~era—

Francis frequency rankings of 1—3 came from various sources: staff

members were asked to generate lists of words that they thought

V were good candidates for Instruction ; words were culled from study

guides for graduate school entrance examinations; words were

extracted from vocabulary building quizzes that appear in newspapers,

magazines, and books; the four words used in the final Johnson and

Stratton study were added ; and finally, words from our pilot study

conducted during the summer of 1977 that had not been known by the

subjects were added . The resulting list of “hard” words was

-4
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Considerably longer than the corresponding list of “easy” words.

Therefore , words were randomly selected from this longer list

until a final list of 74 “hard” words had been selected ; it contains

20 nouns , 20 verbs, and 34 adjectives, the same part—of—speech

breakdown as in the “easy” word list. Samp le “hard” nouns are: 
V

V 
antithesis, dilettante, hegemony, rancor , and sycophant; “hard”

verbs are: assuage, flout , malign, pontificate , and venerate.

Examples of “hard” adjectives are: apocryphal , ebullient , germane, 
V

indigenous , and salubrious.

Content contained in the instructional modules is being developed

V from this master list of 148 words. We do not expect all 148 words

to be used in all modules; some words will not doubt fall by the

wayside as they prove unsuitable for application in various

instructional modules. V

I”
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Materials Design: Pretest Construction

Considerations for the design of the pretest were that it

(a) be in a format straightforward and familiar to students, (b)

be easy to code, (c) not require much time for Item construction ,

V (d) keep testing time to a minimum, and (e) avoid similarity

with the criterion tests so there would be no selective focusing

effect.

As a process of narrowing down the number of possible formats,

considering criterion (e) first, we knew that we should avoid

definition construction, classification , construction of examples,

word relationships , and sentence completion as pretest formats

because they all would definitely be used as criterion measures.

V We had also decided , however, that whatever format we adopted as

a pretest, that we would readminister the same format as a posttest using

an intervening teaching sequence that teaches directly to the

correct response for each target word. This would give us an

assessment of the effectiveness of an unsophisticated , “quick—

V 
and—dirty” teaching method in comparison with our other more

carefully designed sequences.

Considering cr iterion (d), keeping testing time to a minimum,

implied constructing a pretest with short items and providing the

responses from which students would select the correct answer.

This type of format would also fulfill criterion (b) in that it

would be easy to code as students selected each response from a 
V

multiple choice array. Next, consider ing cr iterion (a), that

~ 
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the pretest be in a straightforward , familiar format , we realized

from the remaining possibilities that selecting a word or phr aV ; e

that is the best synonym or antonym of each target word would likely

V 

be familiar to students since many widely—used standarized tests of

vocabulary employ these formats.

Finally , consider ing criterion (c), the ease of item con-

struction, we realized that it would be more time consuming to

construct an antonym pretest than a synonym pretest since it

seemed that many of the words in our database do not have immediately

recognizable antonyms. Using this process of elimination, a

multiple choice format requiring students to select synonym phrases

or words for each concept seemed to best fulfill the above

nentioned criteria.

In constructing the test, we simply followed standard pro-

cedures in item construction, with our own specifications used

• for distractor construction. If the test is a good test, then

the category of student response, correct or incorrect (C or I),

should match each student ’s state of knowledge about the word —

either she/he really knows the meaning of the word (RK) or she/he

does not (RK).

In the case in which the student really does know the meaning

of the word , we want the test to be designed so as to maximize the

chances that the correct response will be given, P(CIRK). If the

student is in state RK, then the student will not be guessing,

and she/he will be testing the possible responses for their fit 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ V V ~~~~~~~~~~~~ V 
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to some previously—stored information about the word’s meaning.

In order for the correct (i.e., the “keyed” correct) answer to

get selected (in preference to the distractors), it must represent

the best match to stored information about the word.

Judgments regarding the fit of the possible responses to

stored information can be made on an absolute basis or they can

be judgments of relative goodness of fit , based on the range of

deviations represented by the distractors. Regardless, In order to

increase the chances that the correct answer is selected when the

student is In RK, there must be one clear best fit and no din—

tra~tors that would be judged to be semantically equivalent to the

V 

keyed one. There must be an acceptable semantic distance, repre-

sented among the distractors. We attempted to construct items

meeting an acceptable semantic distance criterion , although one

might want to perform additional empirical tests of how well we

• met it.

If students are in state RK, they could randomly guess, or they

could follow some strategy for selecting an answer , or they could

respond on an associative basis. Whether they randomly guess,

or not, will likely depend upon the characteristics of the word

(e.g., whether it is comprised of smaller units of meaning and is

amenable to morphological strategies) and upon their familiarity

(prior experience) with the word . At any rate, our task in item

construction is to minimize P(Cl~i) and maximize P(IIRK). When
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the student is randomly guessing, we attempted to minimize P(CIRK)

by using four distractors rather than the usual three.

V When the student is not randomly guessing , the extent to which

we have maximized P(IIRX) depends upon whether our assumptions

V about how students select word meaning when they do not know the

meaning, are actually true. Our assumptions were that , for students

with no prior experience with a word , the students would follow

one of three strategies for selecting an answer. The positing o

these strategies reflects an assumption th.it verbal units (words)

are encoded multidimensionally and that students are aware of this

fact and use their knowledge to formulate strategies for selecting

answers. The first strategy students might use would involve

decomposition of a word into morphological units. Then a distractor

V whose meaning overlapped with the parts would be selected (e.g.,

living in the past Is one of the distractors for the database word

concurrent. By decomposing concurrent into the con — ag~inst and

current — referring to the present time meaning SUbdi V VISiOflS , we

believe that this distractor might conceivably be chosen. We have

evidence from our pilot study conducted during the summer of 1977

that students do perform this type of decomposition operation.)

The second strategy students with no prior experience would

follow is one based on acoustic or graphic features. Students

vc~uld choose a distractor on the basis that its meaning represented

a word that contained phonological or orthographic similarities

to the target word (e.g., for the database word dual, one of the 
V
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distractors is using shooting pistols, obviously related to the

- 

V word duel; dual and duel are phonologically identical). A third

strategy would involve choosing a distractor on the basis of

chunks contained within the word to which meaning can be assigned

(e.g., for the database word ~npulsive, students may focus on the

puls letters of the word , make a puls — pulse association , and

select the distractor beating regularly).

For students with some prior experience with a word , but who

are still in state RK, these students would likely choose a dis—

tractor on an associative basis. One basis might be affective

reactions (e.g., students with prior experience may have negative

associations with the word revulsion and might select the distractor

an uncontrolled fit for that reason). The second associative basis

might be reflected in the choice of a misconception (e.g., for the

database word compulsory, the distractor difficult might be selected

since compulsory activities, such as compulsory f inal exams, etc.,

are often viewed as difficult). A third associative basis might be

the choice of a distractor on the basis of other contextual associa-

tions (e.g., for the database word fidelity, we speculate that the

distractor banking policy might be selected since the word fidelity

often appears in the names of banks).

Our detection of state Rl( is in error to the extent that the V

correct response can be selected for the wrong reasons. To avoid

the chances that an orthographic strategy could result in a correct

selection, for database words where the correct synonym resembles

the target word orthograph ftally , we included as distractors
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other possible responses that resemble . the target word (e .g . ,  for

V the database word monastic, the correct response is living like

a monk, which has some orthographic similarity to the database

• word. For this reason, we included as distractors craving money,

behaving like a monkey, and happening on Monday, because they

also orthographically resemble the database word , but retain

V acceptable semantic distance.)

In addition to scoring responses as correct and incorrect ,

we have elected to take another measure of student response during

the pretest. As noted previously , a given alternative can be selected

for a variety of reasons. Assuming that the category of a response,

C or I, is a valid index of knowledge state, responses that are

incorrect and fast are probably due to guessing; responses that

are incorrect, yet slow, reflect a strategy or partial prior

knowledge (and are separable in part due to the method for gen-

erating distractors). Responses that are correct and fast

• reflect a well designed item whose distractors enable quick re—

V 
- 

jection and/or whose correct alternative is a good match to the

meaning store. Responses that are correct , yet slow, may mean V

a poorly designed item. We would , of course, have tried to use

confidence ratings to get a measure of prior learning or response

strategy, but such measures are obtrusive (making the criterion

for judgments unstable because of interruptions); they are tedious

for the students (a possible source of invalidity); and they add

to the time required for the test.
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V Of interest In our research will be the extent to which

meanings for words that we provide during Instruction are remembered

on the posttest to a greater or lesser degree tlependin~ upon Init ial

response speed and , of course, category of distractor selected .

We are therefore assuming that quick incorrects  mean guessing which

in turn means no prior knowled ge of the word. A hypothesis

V proposed by Underwood and Postman (1960) suggests that a delibera—

V tive attempt to figure out or reconstruct word meaning (prior

to receiving instruction in the word), which In turn l eads to the

generation of some Inacceptable response (shown by slow incorrects

V on our pretest), may have negative influence on what students

remember from instruction. Underwood and Postman point out that in

order to learn the new associations, the student probably has to

unlearn the prior associations. They speculate that during a

rest interval, spontaneous recovery of the unlearned prior associa— 
V

tions will decrease the probability of recalling the associations

taught during instruction. A similar hypothesis about prior

associations and amount of recall can be evaluated in our research.

Components of the Mj

At this point, it is necessary to establish some terminology

to enable more precise description of the instructional sequences 
V

we have designed. We change from the term instructional method, V

~ LV V V~~~~ VT 
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which in the Johnson and Stratton sense meant one of four par—

ticular types of pairings of stimulus form and type of response.

V We introduce the term module which is a higher level descriptor

for a sequence of more elementary instructional events, the most

important of which are instructional routines that serve different

functions within a module. These routines can be response contingent

or not response contingent. They are designed to facilitate various

stages of cognitive learning and also to facilitate perceptual or

motor learning in some cases. A module is a higher level controlling
V 

program that governs the entry into particular routines and selects

the value of the instructional parameters to be implemented in

that routine. Modules are what we have been referring to as M~.

Hence, at a general leve1 of description the task dimensions that

V differentiate the M
i 
are the type of content structure9 taught

V and the nature of the terminal response task.

V The term, instructional routine, refers to a sequence of

instructional events consisting of the presentation of a stimulus,

a response request, a response evaluation performed by the computer

(yes, no, incorrect, etc.), and an automatic response correction

message, in the case of incorrect responses. Modules also contain

9
There is a need to clearly differentiate the term content

structure, which is the instructional developer ’s structuring
of instructional content , from the term knowledge structure, which
is a theoretical description of the structuring of information in
memory. A content structure is an interpretation and extrapolation
of a knowledge structure.
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other routines that are not response contingent such as directions

to pronounce a word , type it from memory, or compare a constructed

response to a model, for which there is no external check on response

adequacy. Many of these events directed more to perceptual or

motor rather than cognitive learning are included to provide for

response familiarization.

Our M
i descriptions consist of brief descriptions of the

events of instruction as sequences of instructional routines.

To date, only two modules, CLASSIFY and DEFINE have been designed .

Work is underway on the other M
i. The next two sections of this

paper present brief descriptions of the CLASSIFY and DEFINE M
1.

When the design of all M
i is completed , the designs will be

thoroughly documented using detailed flow chart descriptions

accompanied by the complete scripts of the instructional database.

The CLASSIFY Module: Rationale and Design

The rationale for the CLASSIFY Module is based rather

closely on the design guidelines specified by Merrill and

Tennyson (1977) for teaching concepts. Their guidelines are

probably the most detailed specification of a technology of concept

teaching extant in current instructional design literature. The

Merrill and Tennyson guidelines have evolved from their considerable

research on strategies for teaching “classroom like” concepts;

Merrill and Tennyson note, In fact , that each of the design

prescriptions have been tested and validated in carefully controlled
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experimental research studies. (See Merrill & Tennyson, 1977,

for an elaboration of their relevant research on concept instruc—

tion.) Thus, of our seven modules, each containing different

V instructional strategies, CLASSIFY is the one module whose develop—

V ment required the least number of design decisions. This Is V

because Merrill and others have targeted their Instructiona l

research on the decisions designers face and they have synthesized 
V

the findings of that research into instructiona l design guidelines

V 
for concept teaching. Hence, CLASSIFY is the one module that

adheres most strictly to the direct application of research

findings that reflect the current state of the art in concept

teaching.
V 

Merrill and Tennyson’s prescriptions for concept teaching

facilitate the development of classification behavior in the

student; that is, when given the general name of the class

(i.e., the target word from the instructional database) and shown V

representations of specific instances of this and other classes

(i.e., situations representing examples and nonexamples of the

V class), the student will be able to identify those situations

V which are members of the class and those which are not .

Four major instructional events, Rule , Examp le , Practice ,

and Test comprise the main facets of an Instruct ional episode.
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Simply stated , the Merrill and Tennyson “rec i pe” b r  teaching

concepts is as follows :

~V V~ RULE

V a) Present a definition ; i.e., a statement identifying

V each critical attribute of the concept and how

the critical attributes are combined .
V 

EXAMPLE

a) Provide an expository presentaii .. of a set of

matched example/nonexample pairs in which subsequent

examples are divergent from the preceding examples

V and which range in difficulty from easy to hard.

V b) Provide attribute isolation help for each example

and nonexatnple in the expository presentation .

PRACTICE

a) Provide an inquisitory practice presentation of

newly—encountered examples and nonexamples

V arranged in random sequence.

b) Provide feedback after the response that includes

the correct answer and attribute isolation

help that focuses attention on the critical

attributes.

TEST

a) Test correct classification by means of an

inquisitory test presentation consisting of a 
V

V 

V



V sufficient number and variety of randomly—

sequenced , newly—encountered instances to allow

V reliable and valid inference about subsequent

classification behavior of yet—to—be V2ncountered

instances of the concept being taught .

The ways in which we have adhered to and deviated from th is

“recipe” in the design of our CLASSIFY Module will become apparent

in the CLASSIFY Routine Composition and Sequence section that

follows shortly. In sum, our reasons for selecting a Merrill and

Tennyson classification type module are: 1) theirs is currently

the most detailed statement of a concept teaching technology; and

2) as a subpoint, Merrill and Tennyson are very much proselytizers

of their concept teaching approach and insist that instruction for

many 0~ requires classification. Merrill and Tennyson believe that

they have indeed specified an efficient and effective means of

teaching concepts; however, a variety of other teaching methods

V can also be compared and contrasted to theirs. Most of their

V 
research and related development work, in fact , has been performed

using technical concepts as exemplars. By following their guide-

lines, we will attempt to ascertain whether they will apply equally

V well to the less highly structured “general” vocabulary concepts

in our instructional database.

CLASSIFY Routine Composition and Sequence

The CLASSIFY Module comprises five different exercise routines.

Here we will describe the tasks in order by rout i ne. At the end
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of this section, we will comment on how closely the five rou;ines

V match the Merrill and Tennyson instructional guidelines for teaching

concepts.

Routine 1: Pronounce. This routine identifies the target

word and provides a phonetic pronunciation key, with the direction

to the student to pronounce the word.

Routine 2: Definition. A definition of the target word is

then presented , emphasizing its critical attributes by separating

them visually from the rest of the display. Th is was done to V

facilitate encoding; research by Markle and Tiemann (Markle, 1975)

has shown that simple spatial separation of critical attributes

enhances the learning of them. The student is then instructed to

read the definition.

A sample CRT screen display for this routine using the word

consensus would be:

Read the definition:

When two or more people meet to make a decision , the people can
agree or disagree about what they believe or what they want to
do. When most of the people agree on what they believe or what
they want to do , this event is called —— a consensus.

Thus, a consensus is a type of situation

characterized by agreement in opinion or belief

V among the members of a group.

Press return when you are finished reading >

The key elements of content in the CLASSTFY module are the

V riti cal attributes of the definition. The routines using
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V 
examples and nonexamples require specific attention to these

elements.

Routine 3: Matched examples and nonexampjes. A situational

example of the target word i.s presented , labeled a~ an EXAMPLE . A

yes—no question , focusing on one of the target word ’s critical

attributes, is presented along with the examp le. The student is

asked to respond to the question by typing a Y for a answer or

an N for a no answer. Feedback after the response alerts the

student to the correct response and provides attribute isolation

help. (That is, the feedback assists the student in encoding the

example in terms of the critical attribute.) A matched situa—

V 
tional nonexample of the target word is then presented , labeled as

NOT AN EXAMPLE. The matched nonexample is visually paired on the

screen with the example. The same yes—no question as above that

focuses on one of the target word ’s critical attributes is presented

along with the nonexample. The student is asked to respond in

the same way as above. Once again , feedback after the response

alerts the student to the correct response and provides attribute

isolation help. This matched example/nonexample pairing with yes—no

questions on a critical attribute is repeated for the number of

critical attributes contained in the target word .

Routine 4: Forced choice of example. Next , a forced choice

exercise is presented to the student ; i.e., a matched exaxnple/

nonexaniple pair of situations is presented and the student is

instructed that only one is an example of t h e  t a rget  word . The
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V student is asked to identify the number of the instance that is

the example. Feedback after the response alerts the student to

the correct response and identifies the specific wording in the

example that “gives it away” as the example. The number of times

that this routine is repeated is also dependent upon the number

of critical attributes in the target word.

Routine 5: Classification. In the final routine of Module

CLASSIFY , the student is presented with one instance at a time

with the direction to identify the instance as an example or not

as an example of the target word. This routine is repeated a

number of times, depending upon the difficulty of the word being

taught. Feedback for a correct response confirms the response as

correct. Feedback for an incorrect response constructs a matched

example/nonexample pair out of the instance being presented and

labels for the student which instance of the pair is the EXAMPLE

V 
and which is NOT THE EXAMPLE.

- 

V 
The criterion task for this module is the classification task

specified by Merrill and Tennyson, i.e., when given the target word

and shown representations of specific instances representing examples

and nonexampl~~of the class, the student will identify those

V situations which are members of the class and those which are not.

The criterion task is the same as the exercise presented in

Routine 5, using different instances and eliminating the feedback.

One other important point to note here is that the CLASSIFY

Module is being designed in such a way as to allow for variability 
V

- -
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along what we believe to be important instructional parameters.

For instance, the module has been specified so that the definition

of the target word can be either present or absent when exercises

V in the subsequent routines are being performed by the student.

This will hopefully enable us to identify whether we have indeed

isolated some important instructional parameters, a situation

we can determine by examining how level of achievement varies with
V 

particular parameter sets.

In comparing our CLASSIFY module with the Merrill and Tennyson

V 
guidelines for teaching concepts, it should be appa rent that we

have followed their specifications rather closely. Our deviations

from their “recipe” are as follows: 1) Our Routine 1, Pronuncia-

tion is presented as an addition to Merrill and Tennyson ’s suggestions

for teaching concepts. We believed here that facility with the

oral production of a word will help to develop and reinforce

memory for the word itself. 2) Our Routine 2 is identical to

V 
the RULE presentation suggested by Merrill and Tennyson. 3) Our

Routines 3 and 4 are modified versions of the Merrill and Tennyson

EXAMPLE presentation. Merrill and Tennyson suggest that the

EXAMPLE presentation should be done as exposition. We decided

V 

here that we wanted to apply a particular principle of instructional

programming; i.e., to use active responding whenever possible, to

keep the student attending to our instructional display. We

V 

therefore used an inquisitive rather than an expository presen—

tation here . Routines 3 and 4 seemed to us to sh a p e  the terminal

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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behavior (i.e., classification) in a logical manner . 4) Our

Routine 5 is identical to the PRACTICE guidelines laid out by

V Merrill and Tennyson. As mentioned previously,  our criterion

V task is also the one that they specified as their test.

The DEFINE Module: Rationale and Design

The content structure taught in the DEFINE Mi is a definition

and the terminal response task is being able to construct a

paraphrase of the definition . In designing this M1, we worked

with more elementary instructional events than did Johnson and

Stratton in their definitions method . We used our more fine—

grained control over student learning processes to segment the

events in learning and make it a serial process. We designed

the task conditions to focus attention on the key elements of

content, the attributes of a definition; to control the number

of rehearsals or encounters with each critical attribute; and

to institute a form of retrieval practice (in which students must

construct a definition from memory). The conceptual framework

that rationalizes what we have done is the Frase (1975) model

of prose processing in which there is an attempt to relate

instructional programming characteristics to various prose learning

processes.

DEFINE Routine Composition and Sequence

The DEFINE module comprises seven different exercise routines.

V As we describe the tasks in order by routine, we will also note

V V~V~~V~~~V V~~~ V~~ VS-V ~~ 
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V where the routines are similar to or begin to differ from those

- . that make up the CLASSIFY module. The reader will see the oppor—

tunities for student rehearsal , relation , and retrieval o the

definition of the target word as the routines are described .

Routine 1: Pronounce. This routine identifies the target

word and provides a phonetic pronunciation key, with the direction

to the student to pronounce the word . This routine is identical

to the first routine in the CLASSIFY module.

Routine 2: Definition. A definition of the target word is
V 

then presented , emphasizing its critical attributes by separating

them visually from the rest of the display. For noun definitions,

we emulated the type of definition provided by Johnson and Stratton

in that our definitions also characterize each word in a specific

way and place each in a higher order class. Definitions for verbs

and adjectives permit use of other verbs and adjectives. We also

supplement definitions for verbs by describing conditions of use

and for adjectives by describing the domain of application . Following the

presentation, the student is instructed to read the definition.

This routine is identical to the second routine in the CLASSIFY

module; i.e., in both DEFINE and CLASSIFY the student is presented

with this same type of definition in the second routine.

Routine 3: Type word from memory . In this routine, with the

target word as the stimulus, the student is instructed to look

carefully at the word until she/he is ready to type it from memory .
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As a response , the student types the word after the stimulus has

been removed. Feedback here either confirms a correct response or

V presents the word again , which is then retyped by the student ,

with the word on view.

This routine is not specifically contained in CLASSIFY

because its task is actually subsumed in another of the CLASSIFY

routines; as the student performs classification exercises in

that module, she/he types the target word from memory at that t ime .

En the remaining routines of module DEFiNE , there is total

deviation from CLASSIFY as the routines turn to shaping the specific

criterion behavior associated with this module.

V Routine 4: Definition with attribute labeling. The def i—

nition is presented again in this routine, but this time making

the critical attributes even more apparent. First, the form class

(part of speech) of the target word is identified with a general

statement alerting the student to the way a definition of a word

of this form class should look. Then the target word ’s definition

is presented with its critical attributes labeled .

A sample CRT screen display for this routine using the word

deterrent would be:

Deterrent is a Noun.

A Noun definition names a general class of things plus
some special qualities.

A deterrent is something (what it is)

V that makes you stop what you are doing (Special Quality 1)

because you fear the results (Special Quality 2)

Press return to answer questions)’
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V Routine 5: Multiple choice paraphrase of each critical

‘ V attribute of definition. Next, a multiple choice exercise is

presented to the student. Part of a definition paraphrased from

the original presentation appears on the screen ; ft is in comp le te

because one of the critical attributes appears as a blank . In

order to complete the definition, the student selects from three

possible choices; the correct selection is a paraphrase of the

critical attribute missing from the partial definition. Feedback

for a correct response confirms the response and retypes the complete

paraphrased definition. Feedback for an incorrect response tells

the student to try again to pick the phrase that says the

correct idea in different words. This routine is repeated

for the number of critical attributes contained in the target word. 

~~~ V V
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An interesting point here is the design of the module in such

a way that the definition presented in Routine 4 can be either present

V or absent while the multiple choice paraphrasing occurs in Routine 5.

This allows for variability in what we believe to be important

instructional parameters. By designing the modules with variability,

we can take a single module and isolate parameters that theoretically

might produce significant differences in achievement as we vary those

conditions. This enables us to do research within modules as well

as comparisons across modules.

Routine 6: Multiple choice paraphrase of all critical attributes

of definition. Similar to Routine 5, this routine presents a situation

where the student selects a correct paraphrase of the definition ’s

critical attributes. In this routine, however , all critical

attributes for the definition are selected within one exercise, not

individually as in Routine 5. This routine, therefore , begins to

V 
approximate definition construction . The student response and

feedback are similar to those in Routine 5.

• Routine 7: Definition construction. In the final routine of the

module, the student is instructed to type in a definition of the

target word. She/he is cued to use the target word in the

definition and to phrase the definition in a manner to make It read

appropriately for a word of its form class. Af te r  making the

V response, as feedback the student compares his or her def [nition

with the original presentation of the definition .

The criterion test for this module is definition construction. It

is identical to the exercise In Routine 7, cl im in a t ing the feedback.
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Test Development

Tests will be developed to measure performance on each

and will be administered in such a way as to assess both direct and

indirect effects. As noted previously, we will also use “experimental”

tests, in addition to the criterion tests, in order to determine
V 

aspects of the structure of information acquired during learning.

Although we have not yet finalized the formats for all of

the criterion tests, we have been pondering their design decisions.

V Having spent a gr eat deal of time in attempting to piece together

the Johnson and Stratton teaching strateg ies and related

testing items, we are profoundly aware that such tests of performance

can be designed either to be extremely difficult or quite easy

V 

to the student, depending upon the content of the stimuli. From

the Johnson and Stratton methodology , we cannot ascertain whether

they followed either of these extremes or whether they reached a

desirable medium in test construction . For most of our criterion

tests, the performance task will be closely related to the terminal

ta sk ( i .e. ,  the stimulus and response) in the associated instruc-

tional module, but employing different items of approximately

V equivalent difficulty where appropriate.

The experimental tests. Stemming from theories underlying

the WORD RELATIONS and WORD LINE modules, we are developing three

experimental measures that we hope will reflect differences in

what is learned and how it is remembered , depending upon the V

instructional method .

V -V V V ~V VVVV - V
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V 

Ruinelhart, Lindsay, and Norman (1972) and others (Fillmore ,

‘V 1968; Kintsch, 1972; Schank , 1970) have proposed a process model for

long term memory in which information is stored as a semantic network.

In their model , the network of concepts is Interconnected by relations .

Meanings are given through the relations which hold among the various

concepts. Rumelhart , Lindsay, and Norman propose that every definable

piece of information in the memory system , then , is encoded in the for-

mat of a node and Its relations. Together all these nodes and

relations form the total body of knowledge (ii;i t j rson has at

any given time.

Our WORD RELATIONS module is based upon an appi heat Ion of

their model. In WORI) RELATIONS , the target word (a node) is

presented along with another word that Es related in some way

(another node). From a multiple choice selection , the student

det ermines what the re la t ionship is bet ween the two words. Our

exercises then are a directed path findfng strategy between our

target word and other words that would likelVy be nearby nodes in the

memory representation . Because the criterion test tha t accompanies

the WORD RELATIONS module  (whe re , similar to the exer c ises in the

V teaching sequence , t he s t u d e n t s  i d e n t i f y  relationships between

V words) is based upon this model of memory, we are considering that

V criterion test also to be an experimental  test .  I t  wi l l  be of

great interest to us to determine whether s t u d e n t s  receiving

V instruction through the WORD RELATIONS module ref lec t a difference

in cognitive structure from those students re ceiving instr uction

through the other modules.
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V In conjunction with our WORD LINE module , also based upon the

V ’ theory that target words should be learned in conjunction with other

V V
~ words that comprise a structure of the subject matter , we are

V devising two experimental tests that will attemjl to measure the

residue structure in a student ’s memory after learning. The V

correspondence between a subject matter structure and its

representation in the student ’s memory can then be determined .

Shavelson and Stanton (1975) presen ted thr ee methods fo r examin ing

representations of a subject mat ter  s t ruc ture ’  in s tuden t s ’ memories ;

we have adopt ed two of th eir methods , word a s s oc i at i o n  and card

sorting to use as experimental tests. The word association test

will present our target words and synonyms of the target words and

will measure the associative overlap between the target words and

their synonyms . For the card sorting test , the students will sort

concepts presen ted on cards in to piles along certain boundaries

yet to be established .

• We hope that these experimental tests will help us to evaluate

the extent to which our teaching methods In WORD RELATIONS and

WORD LINE communicate the structure they are being developed to V

communicate.

Summary of the Research Endeavor to Date

The main accomplishments to date of th is research endeavor 
V

V are summarized within the present paper . They Include: V

1. A formalization of the decision theory framework
that guides this r esea rch;

2. Descriptions of the seven M i at a general level
and a rationale for  each;
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3. The introduction of a cognitive psychology

~ J perspective on the design research so as to
V aid understanding of learning ;

4. The rationale and design of two of the M
1; and

5. The rationale and design of the pretest.

The main tasks that have yet to be accomplished include:

V 
1. Completion of the design of the M

1
.

V 

2. Development of the instructional database.

3. Design of the criterion tests.

4. Design of the experimental tests.

5. Completion of the de8ign of the computer based
instructional research system.

Work is currently in progress on the above tasks.
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APPENDIX A

Numerical Examples of the ec~~~on Theory Framework

EXAMPLE 1

Three Outcomes 
~
0
~
, 02, 03)

Cost c1 
— $12 c2 

• $12 c3 
— $12

A 1 .75 
~2 

• .70 — .73

012 .05 021 — .04 032 — .05

013 — .02 023 
s .04 031 — .02

1. 2 3 Maximum Minimum Average

M1, M2, N3 used: levels .82 .78 .80 .78

M1, N2 used: levels .80 .74 .07 .80 .07 
1.61

N1, N3 used: levels .77 .08 .75 .77 .08 1.60

N2, M3 used : levels .07 .74 .80 .80 .07 1.6]

N~ used : levels .75 .04 .05 .75 .04 84

N2 used : levels .05 .70 .05 .70 .05 ;
80

N3 used: levels .02 .04 .73 .33 .02

1. Problem: Budget $30 or less

la. Find combination of N1, N2, N3 which produces themaximum — minimum level.
SOLUTION: Use N1, M3

lb. Find combination of M1, N2, N3, which produces highest
average 1.61 which is M1, N2, or N2, N3.

ic. Maximize maximum ~~~~~~~~ M1. N2, or N2, N3
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Decision Theory Framework

EXAMPLE 2

Three Outcomes (0~ 02, 03)

Cost c1 
— $12 c2 — $12 c3 $12

A1 
— .30 A 2 — .29 A3 

. .29

012 — .29 a21 
— .29 03] — .27

°13 — .28 023 — .30 032 — .28

1 2 3 Minimum Maximum Average Cost

N1, N2, N3 used : levels .87 .91 .74 .74 .91 2.52 $36

N1, N2 used: levels .59 .61 .55 .55 .61 1.75 $24

N1, N3 used: levels .58 .59 .56 .56 .59 1.73 $24

N2, N3 
used: levels .57 .62 .57 .57 .62 1.76 $24

N1 used: levels .30 .29 .27 .27 .30 86 $12

N2 used: levels .29 .32 .28 .28 .37 89 $12

N3 used : levels .28 .30 .29 .28 .30 87 $12

_ _ _ _  _ _ _
$30 or less: Solutions

la) Maximize minimum • N2, N3
ib) Maximize average + M~, M3
lc) Maximize maximum -. N2, N3

Cost Effectiveness Given By:

Minimum Maximum Avera ie
Cost Cost or Cost


